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ABSTRACT
Electric propulsion, due to its high specific impulse, could deliver greater payload fractions
from low Earth orbit (LEO) to geosynchronous orbit (GEO) than conventional upper
stages. The only power source currently available for this type of mission would be a solar
array, however, a solar power system operating in Earth orbit will degrade due to radiation
damage incurred by exposure to the Van Allen belts. The power plant output is therefore
dependent on mission parameters such as trajectory, specific impulse, and initial
acceleration, which determine the radiation exposure of the vehicle.
A computer model which incorporates low thrust co-planar transfer trajectories, data on the
Van Allen belts and data on the performance of irradiated solar cells was created to assess
the tradeoffs involved in the design of a solar powered orbit transfer vehicle. Specifically,
the relationship between solar cell coverglass thickness, trip time, and end-of-trip power
output of the array is examined. The use of an energy storage system to provide power
through eclipse is also considered, as is the potential for multiple trips by the same vehicle.
The figure of merit to be maximized in the tradeoff analyis is the delivery rate, defined as
the ratio of the payload fraction to trip time.
It was found that the end-of-trip power requirement, which depends on the mission type
(one-way or roundtrip), along with the initial acceleration, will drive the minimum array
coverglass thickness required by the vehicle. A multiple trip vehicle was found to best
compensate for the loss of array power by reducing acceleration instead of decreasing
payload mass on subsequent trips. It is also shown that unless the mass of an energy
storage system for powering thrusters during eclipse is less than 25% of the array mass,
the storage system should not be included in the vehicle design. This condition cannot be
met with presently available batteries.
Thesis Supervisor: Dr. Jack L. Kerrebrock
Title: Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics
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NOMENCLATU
A = Array area
ao = Initial acceleration
aoretum = Return trip initial acceleration
a = Specific mass, kg/kW
c = Exhaust Velocity = Isp* 9 .8 m/s 2
CT = Continuous thrust
D = Maximum normalized power output of irradiated
cells
Ddiff = Diffusion constant
8 = Delivery rate
5 cumulative = Cumulative delivery rate
F = Solar constant = 1.397 kW/m2
Fp = Fraction of orbit in penumbra
Fs = Fraction of orbit in sunlight
GEO = Geosynchronous Orbit
Isc = Short circuit current
Isp = Specific impulse
IT = Intermittent thrust
Ldiff = Minority carrier diffusion length
LEO = Low Earth Orbit
rh = Mass flow rate, kg/s
Marray = Array mass
Mb = Battery mass
Mf = Final mass
Mhkpg = Power housekeeping mass
ML= Payload mass
Mo = Initial mass in LEO
Moa = Mass of array for battery charging
Mpp = Mass of power plant
Mprop = Propellant mass
Ms = Structural mass
ic = solar cell efficiency
rlt = thruster efficiency
OTV = Orbital Transfer Vehicle
RE
ow = One-way
P = electrical power
Pmax = Maximum Power
Pcell = Solar cell density
Pshield = Coverglass density
rt = Roundtrip
SEP = Solar Electric Propulsion
tcell = solar cell thickness
tshield = coverglass thickness
T = thrust
S= Carrier lifetime
tb = burn time
ct = trip time
tb = burn time
Voc = Open circuit voltage
X = Mass penalty factor
1 mil = lx10-3 inch
= 2.54x10 -5 m
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INTRODUCTION
In today's space market, placing massive payloads in low Earth orbit (LEO) is the
primary focus of launch vehicle development. However, payloads such as communications
and Earth-observing satellites must then be lifted from LEO to geosynchronous orbit by
expendable chemical stages that were carried from Earth with the satellite; only a tiny
fraction of the Earth launch vehicle's initial mass is placed in GEO at considerable expense.
The Boeing Aerospace Inertial Upper Stage (IUS), when used on a Titan 34D, can lift a
maximum of 1817 kg to GEO and has an initial mass in LEO of 14917 kg,1 resulting in a
payload fraction of 0.122 for the upper stage only. The Titan 34D can only lift 2.2% of its
initial mass to LEO, so only 0.27% of the initial mass of the system on Earth is actually
delivered to GEO. With the price of a Titan 34D launch at approximately $125M 2, the price
per kilogram to GEO is $69K/kg; this figure does not include the price of the IUS. The
premium price of this delivery system makes investigation into alternate means a
worthwhile effort.
Electric propulsion technology has long held the promise of improved payload
performance over chemical propulsion due to its much higher specific impulse. This
promise is often dismissed due to the extremely low thrust levels (105-107 times smaller
than chemical rockets), which imply lengthy transfer times (months as opposed to hours).
However, an increase in the payload fraction delivered to GEO by use of an electric
propulsion orbital transfer vehicle can bring considerable financial savings, ones which
may well be worth the slower payload delivery.
If an electrically propelled orbital transfer vehicle is to be built in the next few years,
the only power system we can consider for use is a solar array. Due to the high power
requirement of the thrusters for this type of mission, a nuclear reactor is the only other
potential source of power for this vehicle. Current space power reactor technology is not
yet mature enough, although SP-100, an experimental reactor, is holding great promise for
the future. Solar arrays, on the other hand, have been in use on satellites for over thirty
years, and their performance and design is well documented and understood. Use of a
nuclear reactor could also be met with great public resistance, and in the interest of
developing a vehicle to be used as soon as possible, use of a solar array would avoid any
such time-consuming public conflict.
1 Interavia Space Directory 1989-90, ed. Andrew Wilson, (Geneva: Interavia SA,1989), p. 366
2 Magill's Survey of Science. Space Exploration Series, Vol. 5, ed. F.M. Magill, (Pasadena: Salem Press,
1989), p.2039.
This thesis will focus on the effect that array degradation has on the system design
of an electrically propelled transfer vehicle. A solar power system operating in Earth orbit
will degrade due to radiation damage incurred by exposure to the Van Allen belts. The
power plant output is therefore coupled to mission parameters such as trajectory, specific
impulse, and initial acceleration, which determine the radiation exposure of the vehicle; it is
the aim of this thesis to explore the design ramifications of this interdependence.
The first part of the thesis will be devoted to illuminating the trajectory and payload
characteristics of electric propulsion devices. The effect of the shadowing geometry of
Earth on the trajectory of a solar powered vehicle is considered in order to assess the impact
of an energy storage system on vehicle performance. A continuous thrust (CT) vehicle,
which would operate under constant thrust at all times between LEO and GEO, would
require an energy storage system to power its thrusters, whereas an intermittent thrust (IT)
vehicle, which is powered by constant thrust only when in sunlight, would not. A means
of comparison between the two vehicles, the mass penalty factor, will be introduced to help
examine the tradeoffs between power plant mass and trip time.
Since the specific impulse of an electric thruster can to a certain extent be controlled
by the designer, the specific impulse can be optimized to produce a maximum payload
fraction for the given design conditions. This concept was introduced by Stuhlinger3 , and
will be extended here to include the maximum payload fraction for a vehicle which is
capable of a roundtrip (LEO-GEO-LEO). An attractive aspect of an electric propulsion
transfer vehicle is that its relatively small propellant fractions make the return of the vehicle
a worthwhile venture; it will be shown that the additional fuel required to return the vehicle
to LEO would not greatly penalize the payload fraction. Roundtrip capability will depend
on the ability for on-orbit transfer of payload and propellant; if that is achievable, then the
limiting factor for the number of roundtrips would be the lifetime of the array and the
thrusters.
The second part of this thesis will address issues particular to the design of the solar
array. The space radiation environment and its effect on solar cells will be discussed, and
the computer model which was designed to calculate array damage for given trajectory and
array parameters will be introduced. Methods for evaluating the effect of decreased power
output on acceleration and on payload capability will be presented.
In the last section, the tradeoffs involved in choice of shielding thickness, trip time,
end of trip (EOT) array power, and the issue of energy storage will be examined through
the use of the computer model and a design example. The figure of merit to be maximized
3 Stuhlinger, Ernst, Ion Propulsion for Space Flight (New York: McGraw Hill, 1964)
in the tradeoff analysis for a one-way vehicle will be the delivery rate, 5, which is the ratio
of payload fraction delivered to GEO (from LEO) to the trip time for the orbit transfer.
Roundtrip vehicles will be examined in light of their cumulative delivery rate, 6 cumulative,
which is the ratio of cumulative payload fraction delivered to GEO to the cumulative time in
orbit.
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1. ELECTRIC PROPULSION SYSTEM
Before specifying a type of thruster for a LEO-GEO mission, we can analyze the
relationship between thruster characteristics and payload performance parametrically. In
this section, the main issues that will be addressed are the implications of intermittent
power supply due to Earth-shadowing of the array and the maximization of payload
fraction for one-way and roundtrip vehicles. In the final subsection, a penalty factor will be
introduced to allow a comparison between the payload performance of vehicles with and
without energy storage systems. In this section, the vehicle will be examined
parametrically, assuming that the power plant specific mass remains a constant value
through all calculations. The effects of variation of the solar array characteristics will be
considered in Section 2.
1.1 Impact of Earth Shadowing on Vehicle Design
A vehicle moving in Earth orbit will be frequently eclipsed by the Earth. The
frequency and duration of these eclipses will vary as a function of orbital altitude and
inclination, as well as with the Earth's position with respect to the sun. This means that the
solar array can provide only intermittent power. As the vehicle moves farther away from
Earth and the eclipse periods shorten, the array will be able to provide almost continuous
power. If the thrusters are to operate continuously throughout the trajectory, an energy
storage system will be required. A vehicle designer could opt for any combination of
powered and unpowered trajectories by appropriate sizing of the vehicle's battery system.
The existence and size of an optimum battery system mass will not be analyzed
here. Instead, two design limits will be examined which will illustrate the effect of Earth
shadowing on vehicle performance. First, the case of continous thrust (CT): the vehicle is
continously powered, so an extensive energy storage system is necessary to provide full
electrical power to the thrusters during eclipse. Since the batteries will require charging
while in sunlight, the array will have to be oversized by an amount necessary to ensure that
the batteries can be adequately charged while the thrusters are operating. Second, the case
of intermittent thrust (IT): the vehicle is powered only when the arrays can produce full
power. Batteries will not be necessary for an intermittent thrust vehicle, except to meet
housekeeping demands during eclipse periods. When in operation, the thrusters in both
cases will operate at a fixed level of circumferentially-directed thrust.
In order to appreciate the impact that Earth-shadowing has on the trajectory profile
of the intermittent thrust vehicle, it is necessary to first understand the relationship between
eclipse time and orbital altitude. For a conservative estimate, circular, equatorial orbits will
be assumed, and the term 'eclipse' will mean time spent in Earth's penumbra (region of
total and partial eclipse). The seasonal variation of the solar constant due to the change in
the Earth's position around the sun will be neglected.
Figure 1.1 details the shadow geometry for the shadow cast on a plane normal to
the axis of the Earth and the sun.
I L1
Sun Earth
Figure 1.1: Shadow geometry
Due to the extreme distance between the sun and the Earth, certain simplifying assumptions
can be made:4
4 Rauschenbach, H. S. Solar Cell Array Design Handbook, (New York: Litton Educational Publishing,
Inc., 1980), p.84
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Since d << Ds
L=L 1
L+B=L
we can state that:
al O2 = 2tan-1(Ds•
where Ds = diameter of the sun
L = distance from the sun to the shadowing object, the Earth
B = length of umbra
For Ds = 1.4 x 109 m, L = 1.5 x 1011m, a = 9.33 x 10-3 rad
From the geometrical relationships depicted in Figure 1.1 and the value of a calculated
above, the width of the umbra and penumbra can be calculated:
B = B - d -= 107.1d
2tan(a)
d(B-s) su d-
B 107.1
d(B+s) d+ s
B 107.1
u = width of umbra at distance s from the Earth's center
p = width of penumbra at distance s from the Earth's center
The actual path of the spacecraft through the penumbra is an arc subtended by twice the
angle whose sine is the ratio of half of the penumbra width, p/2, to the radius of the orbit,
r, as depicted in Figure 1.2:
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Trajectory through penumbra
Figure 1.2: Trajectory shadowing
The length of the bold arc in Figure 1.2, ptraj, can be calculated as follows:
0=sin- (2) (1)
Ptraj= 2r0
So the fraction of the spacecraft's trajectory spent in the penumbra, Fp, can be determined
as a function of distance from the Earth's center, r:
F traj - lsin (r + .004669)2xr x r (2)
The fraction of the orbit in total sunlight, Fs, when the spacecraft receives direct sunlight at
all times (assuming that the arrays are always oriented towards the sun), follows
immediately:
Fs = 1 - Fp
Fig. 1.3 illustrates the relationship between Fs and r, converted to orbital altitude.
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Figure 1.3: Fractional total sun time for circular equatorial orbits
Although a spacecraft in LEO will receive direct sunlight only during 60% of its
orbit, this number approaches nearly 95% for a geosynchronous orbit. During the latter
part of the vehicle's journey to GEO, less battery storage capacity will be required in order
to provide continous thrust, or if the spacecraft is thrusting only in the sun, a greater
fraction of the orbit will be powered.
Equation (1) also allows us to calculate the location of the penumbra (Fig. 1.2) as a
function of orbital altitude; it is used in the calculation of the trajectory for an intermittent
thrust vehicle to determine when the vehicle has passed into the Earth's shadow and is
therefore unpowered.
We can now compare the continuous and intermittent thrust trajectories to illustrate
the effect of Earth-shadowing. The trajectories of the two vehicles were calculated by a
time step integration of Kepler's equations of motion, as described in Appendix C. The two
trajectories represent vehicles which have the same initial acceleration and specific impulse.
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Since we are just calculating the orbital elements, design parameters such as thruster
efficiency and specific mass need not be specified. In Figure 1.4, the trajectory profiles of a
continuous and an intermittent thrust vehicle with an initial acceleration of 0.002 m/s2 and
an Isp of 3000 sec are compared. It is assumed that the power plant specific mass is
constant throughout the flight.
x 104 Constant vs. Intermittent Thrust: acc = .002m/sA2, Isp = 3000s
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Figure 1.4: Orbital altitude vs. time for continuous and intermittent thrust
trajectories. Initial acceleration = 0.002 m/s 2 , Isp = 3000s.
The effect of Earth-shadowing on the intermittent thrust vehicle is immediately
seen; the trajectory follows an elliptical path due to the intermittent thrust profile, and is of
longer duration than the constant thrust trajectory. The final eccentricity of the IT trajectory
for the particular case shown in Fig. 1.4 was calculated to be 0.15, so that an additional
burn would be necessary to circularize the orbit at GEO.
Of interest is the slight sinusoidal motion of the constant thrust trajectory; the mean
trajectory is a growing circular spiral, but the orbit at GEO has a perceptible eccentricity.
This oscillation of a tangentially-directed, low thrust orbit such as this one was explained
by Perkins 5 as the result of an equilibrating process between the conversion of kinetic to
5 Perkins, F.M., "Flight Mechanics of Low-Thrust Spacecraft," Journal of the Aero/Space Sciences, May
1959, pp. 291-297
r
potential energy. The tangential thrust increases the vehicle's centrifugal acceleration,
disturbing the equilibrium and increasing the altitude of the vehicle. This corresponding
increase in altitude will reduce the vehicle's velocity to the point where its centrifugal
acceleration will be lower than the local gravitational acceleration, inducing a downward
motion. The result is a slight oscillation in both velocity and amplitude.
Perkins argued that this oscillation would eventually damp out as the trajectory
progressed because the local gravitational acceleration decreases as distance from Earth
increases; however, his conclusion was based on a vehicle that was powered by constant
acceleration. The plots in Figure 1.4 represent constant thrust, in which the acceleration of
the vehicle is always increasing with the expenditure of propellant mass, so the argument
for the damping of trajectory oscillations fails in this particular case. A continous thrust
orbit will also require a circularization burn to correct the slight eccentricity.
Figure 1.5 compares the total AV required for a LEO-GEO transfer as a function of
initial acceleration for both the CT and IT cases. (Total AV includes the AV necessary to
circularize the transfer orbit at GEO.) The spread in points at a given initial acceleration in
Fig. 1.5 is due to different Isp's, in the range of 1000-6000 seconds.
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Figure 1.5: Total AV as a function of initial acceleration for both CT
and IT trajectories
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There are two significant results shown in Figure 1.5. The first is that the IT thrust strategy
is marginally more energy efficient than CT; its total AV expenditure is 0.3% less, in spite
of the fact that the IT transfer orbit has a greater eccentricity and therefore requires a greater
AV for circularization. The second important result is that the AV for either thrust strategy
does not increase significantly as acceleration decreases, provided that the acceleration was
initially small (<10-2m/s 2); this will allow us to make some simplifying assumptions in later
analyses.
It has been shown that for two vehicles with the same initial acceleration and Isp,
the trip time for a vehicle which is powered only when in sunlight is roughly 20% greater
than that for a vehicle which is constantly powered. This is not a significant increase in
delivery time, especially when the savings in power system mass are considered. This
makes the elimination of a battery system a practical consideration from the point of view of
minimizing the mass of the power system. In Section 3 we will see how the increase of trip
time affects the performance of the solar arrays, and how the lack of power in eclipse
factors into overall vehicle performance.
1.2 Optimization of Isp to Yield Maximum Payload Fractions for One-Way
and Roundtrip Vehicles
It is entirely feasible that a solar array can be designed to survive several trips
through the Van Allen radiation belts. This will be discussed extensively in Section 2, but
for now, let us examine the implication of reusability for the payload performance of a
vehicle.
The mission scenario of a reusable transfer vehicle would involve the acquisition of
a payload in LEO, flight out to GEO, and then return to LEO for storage or to receive
another payload (See Figure 1.6). Provided that the vehicle has the capability to rendezvous
with a new payload and propellant supply in LEO, the number of round trips in the
vehicle's lifetime would be limited only by thruster and array degradation. A roundtrip
vehicle would also be able to perform 'rescue' missions in which it would spiral out to
GEO empty, dock to a damaged satellite, and tow it to LEO for retrieval by the space
shuttle.
A roundtrip vehicle will not be able to carry as much payload as a one-way vehicle
of the same initial mass, because it must carry additional propellant for its return to LEO.
An analysis was performed to compare the payload capability of a one-way versus
roundtrip vehicle.
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Figure 1.6: Mission scenario for a roundtrip vehicle
1. Launch of transfer vehicle with payload and
propellant to LEO
2. Spiral out to GEO
3. Detach from payload
4. Spiral return to LEO
5. Rendevous with new propellant and payload
6. Spiral out to GEO
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For an electrically propelled vehicle, it is possible to examine payload performance
as a function of mission AV and specific impulse. This derivation was first presented by
Stuhlinger 6 for a one-way, constant thrust trip and consists of a simple optimization of the
payload fraction by taking the first derivative with respect to the jet speed, c. Stuhlinger
determined that the maximum payload fraction for an electrically propelled vehicle could be
expressed as a function of its optimum Isp and mission AV. Implicit in the choice of Isp is
also a burn time, once the specific mass of the power plant and the thruster efficiency are
chosen. As we shall see, the roundtrip mission scenario results in a different optimum
condition.
1.2.1 Stuhlinger's Derivation of Optimum IL for a One-Way Vehicle
The initial mass of a space vehicle, Mo, can be broken down into three significant
groupings: the mass of the powerplant, Mpp, which includes the mass of structure,
mechanisms, and shielding for the generation, conversion, and distribution of electrical
power; the mass of the propellant, Mprop, and the mass of the payload, ML, which will also
include non-power related structure such as propellant tankage and load-bearing members.
Mo = M + Mprop + ML (3)
The electrical power required by the thruster system is the power in the jet divided by the
thruster efficiency; for the case of constant thrust, which we are assuming here, the mass
flow of propellant can be expressed as the mass of the propellant divided by the burn
time:
P = -ric2 = Mprop C2
2rlt 2Tlt tb (4)
The performance of space power plants can be characterized by the specific mass of the
system in kilograms per kilowatt, a, which is the ratio of the power plant mass to the
electrical power produced. For space systems, it is desirable to have the lowest specific
mass possible, and it will be shown that this has a great effect on overall vehicle
performance.
P Mp
P (5)
6 Stuhlinger, Ernst, Ion Propulsion for Space Flight (New York: McGraw Hill, 1964)
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From the rocket equation, it is a well known result that:
Mo (6)
Combining expressions (4), (5), and (6) into equation (3) and rearranging them yields the
payload fraction, which is the ratio of the payload mass to the initial mass of the system:
=L- - [ -e- V+e
Mo 2 Tltb (7)
If the first derivative with respect to jet speed, c, is taken, then the following non-
dimensional grouping results:
1-e- AV AV e J- + A AVc
M -ac [ C qv 2
dc M1o ltTb c2  2Tttb c2
21h1trb -2c 1 - -l 1
ac2 Av (8)
This grouping (8) was termed by Stuhlinger as the 'characteristic velocity' of an electrically
propelled vehicle. When the characteristic velocity of a vehicle is equal to one, this
corresponds to a vehicle in which the propellant mass is equal to the powerplant mass.
Notice that this expression is solely a function of the ratio of mission Av to exhuast velocity
and can be substituted back into equation (7) to eliminate the explicit dependence on a, Ib,
and 1.
]max - -e•) +A v
2(1 -e +c (9)
Equation (9) indicates that for a specified Av, there exists a maximum payload fraction for a
given value of c for a one-way vehicle. The term 'optimum c' or 'optimum Isp' will be
defined as the value which produces a payload fraction as determined by equation (9). If
the thruster efficiency and specific mass are chosen, then a burn time (and trip time for the
CT case) can be derived from equation (8), assuming that a stays constant throughout the
flight. The total useful payload fraction can be obtained from equation (9) by subtracting
the structural mass fraction from the maximum payload fraction.
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1.2.2 Derivation of Optimum I for a Roundtrip Vehicle
The derivation for the maximum payload fraction for a roundtrip vehicle follows the
same methodology and assumptions, except an extra term is included to account for the
propellant for the return trip, Mprop down. The payload for the return trip, ML down, is just
the fixed structural mass of the vehicle (i.e. tankage and non-power plant related structure).
The initial mass of the vehicle on the trip up to GEO is:
MoUP = MP +Mprop up +Mprop + ML
Mpp +Mop(l 
- e-) + Mo. 
- - + M
Given that
Mo,, = Mpp + Mprop + ML own= Mpp + Mo 1 -e + ML,
M = Me- +-Mpp M• -e-
Mo-- J ev +Mop .e
MoK,ee-
Assuming constant thrust, the expression above can be rewritten:
M- = e- - c2- 2 + ML 1-
Mo, 27lt b-up 2T1tIb-up Moup ' (10)
Equation (10) is the payload fraction for the LEO-GEO leg of the roundtrip. As before,
differentiating with respect to c yields an expression for the characteristic velocity of a
roundtrip vehicle:
ML]
b- Av 2+2e
Xac2 AVe2 MIAv
C Mo c (11)
Substituting the non-dimensional grouping (11) back into the expression for payload
fraction (10):
- c 1-e)
M = e-- + c+ ,1 -AV
.Mjmax Av A2 + 2ec 2+2e (12)
This equation represents the maximum payload fraction a roundtrip vehicle can carry on its
first leg, for a given Av and optimum c, assuming that the vehicle returns empty on the
second leg. It is assumed that c will be the same for both legs, and that Av will not change
significantly due to the higher acceleration of the empty vehicle. (See Fig. 1.5.)
If the mission Av is taken to be 4.669 km/s, as calculated by the trajectory model
(see Fig 1.5), then the payload fraction can be graphed as a function of Isp for both one-
way and roundtrip vehicles. The results of this comparison are shown in Figure 1.7. Here
the payload fraction is expressed as the maximum useful payload fraction, which means
that the structural mass fraction, ML down/Mo, was subtracted from the maximum payload
fraction.
ML, MLdown Mi.
Mo Mo Mo
Two envelopes are indicated in Fig. 1.7, each of which is bounded on top by a structural
mass fraction of 0.05 and below by 0.15. The dashed line and the solid lines correspond to
the one-way and roundtrip vehicles, respectively.
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Figure 1.7: Comparison of maximum useful payload fraction vs Isp for one-
way (LEO-GEO) and roundtrip (LEO-GEO-LEO) missions
The performance of the roundtrip vehicle, at low structural mass fractions and high
Isp, is not significantly different from that of a one-way vehicle. In order to maintain the
same payload fraction as the one-way vehicle, the roundtrip vehicle must operate at a higher
Isp to compensate for the additional mass of the return trip propellant.
From Fig. 1.7, it would seem that the obvious choice would be to design for the
highest optimum Isp possible since this yields the largest payload fraction. However,
equations (8) and (11) show a clear dependence of burn time (or trip time, for the case of
continuous thrust) on the optimum Isp with an implicit dependence on payload fraction. To
illustrate this dependence, the burn time is plotted against the maximum payload fraction for
both the one-way and roundtrip cases in Fig. 1.8. Since burn time is also a function of the
specific mass and thruster efficiency, specific mass is treated as a parameter and the thruster
efficiency is assumed to be 0.5. A structural mass fraction of 0.15 was assumed so that the
curves in this graph can be cross-correlated to the curves in Fig. 1.7.
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Figure 1.8: Burn time as a function of maximum useful payload fraction for
a CT vehicle with specific mass, a, as a parameter. Ms/Mo = 0.15.
Immediately obvious from Figure 1.8 is that burn time increases with increased
payload fraction; with a larger percentage of the vehicle's mass dedicated to payload, a
smaller fraction of the total initial mass is available for the power plant and propellant. A
smaller power plant at a given specific mass implies lower acceleration (see Figure 1.9)
and therefore longer burn times. Again, the roundtrip vehicle has a slightly longer burn
time on its LEO-GEO journey than a one-way vehicle due to its higher propellant mass,
which reduces the vehicle acceleration. A specific mass of 30 kg/kW is shown as
representative of current solar arrays; the data is also presented for a specific mass of 10
kg/kW to show the reduction in bum time as a function of specific mass.
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Fig 1.9: Acceleration as a function of maximum useful payload fraction
with specific mass, a, as a parameter
1.3 X Factor: Effect of Power Plant Mass on CT and IT Trajectories
One result of Figs 1.8, 1.9, and the derivations presented above is that power
plants with low specific masses are highly desirable because they have shorter bum times.
In Section 1.1., it was determined that an intermittent thrust (IT) vehicle, one which would
remain unpowered through eclipse, would minimize the mass of the power system by
eliminating the need for a battery system. When the same initial acceleration and specific
impulse are considered in the trajectory calculations, the intermittent thrust strategy results
in a longer trip time than that of the CT vehicle. However, when the initial and the power
plant masses are held constant in the comparison, the results may be different; a CT vehicle
that has the same acceleration and specific impulse as an IT vehicle may have to have a
larger initial mass due to the additional battery mass required to produce thrust at all times
during the trajectory. Since the mass of the transfer vehicle will be limited by the payload
capability of the Earth launch vehicle, a more suitable comparison for the performance of
the CT and IT vehicles would be to consider two vehicles of equivalent initial mass. In this
U
I....
- e -Alpha = 10 kg/kW ow
- * - Alpha = 30 kg/kW ow
a- - Alpha= 10 kg/W rt
- Alpha = 30 kg/kW rt
M--M = 0.5
" -• • MN =0.15
, 0
section, a mass penalization factor, X, will be introduced so that the effect of increased
power plant mass on trip time and on payload capability can be fairly compared for the CT
and IT trajectories.
1.3.1 Effect of Battery Mass on Payload Fraction:
Let us consider two vehicles with the same initial mass, one of which has
continous thrust (CT), the other having intermittent thrust (IT). The components of their
initial masses are:
[Mo]rr = [Molcr
[MoIT = Mpp + Mprop + ML (13)
[Molcr = Mpp + Mprop + ML + Mb + Moa (14)
where Mpp = Ma + Mhkpg , the sum of the array mass and the housekeeping battery mass.
The intermittent thrust vehicle, being powered only in the sunlight, will have a
power plant mass composed only of the mass of the array and its electronics, and any
battery mass required for housekeeping purposes. Its total inital mass will be composed of
the power plant mass, Mpp, the required propellant mass, Mprop, and the payload mass,
ML, which also includes any structural mass. In order for the CT vehicle to provide the
thrusters with same amount of electrical power, but continously, it will require additional
mass for its battery system, Mb, as well as a larger array to allow for charging of the
batteries while in sunlight. The extra mass due to the required oversizing of the array is
Moa.
The difference in payload fraction between a CT and an IT vehicle of identical initial
mass will be a function of the difference in specific masses of the respective power plants.
Rewriting equations (13) and (14):
Jr Mo A LT[l MPoI rr
shows the explicit relations for the payload fractions. If we assume that the propellant
fractions are the same for both the IT and CT vehicle, i.e, that the difference in Av between
the two vehicles is small enough that the following relation is true (see Figure 1.5):
[e- ]rr [e cr (15)
then the difference in payload fraction between the IT and CT vehicle is:
ML ML - CTP OTrrP
SLMoCT- Mo Mo (16)
To quantify the effect of the additional powerplant mass on the payload fraction of a CT
vehicle, the parameter X, the mass penalty factor, is defined to represent the increase of
power plant mass due to the need for batteries and a larger array area. The mass penalty
factor scales the CT power plant mass relative to the IT power plant mass:
X = aocT = rr + ab +oa 1 + ab +aoa
arrT aXT aIT (17)
Now equation (16) can be rewritten as a function of X:
[ IrrT-[ [L]MoCT - x  1•1 rr -'] (18)
From Equations (2), (3), and (6) of section 1.2, we can rewrite the expression (18) as a
function of mission AV and Isp by making a substitution for the IT power plant mass
fraction:
-(X-1) -2• 1  - 1- e cI._S MCT [ ]IT Av (19)
Now we can plot the maximum payload fraction of the CT vehicle as a function of optimum
Isp with X as a parameter (Fig. 1.10). The bold line of X = 1 corresponds to the payload
performance of the IT vehicle and is also the unpenalized payload performance of a CT
vehicle, or one which has the same specific power plant mass as an IT vehicle. Again, we
are assuming that the specific mass is constant throughout the flight for this preliminary
evaluation.
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Figure 1.10: CT Maximum Payload Fraction as a function of Optimum Isp
with X as a parameter.
The payload fractions depicted in Fig. 1.10 include the structural mass fraction of the
vehicle; the maximum useful payload fraction would be the difference between the values
presented in Fig. 1.10 and the structural mass fraction. It is evident from Fig. 1.10 that
the mass penalty factor, X, shows a dramatic effect on the payload fraction of a CT vehicle
at lower specific impulses. Right away we can see that CT operation would not be practical
for vehicles operating with an Isp in the 1000-1500 second range as long as X is greater
than 1.5.
1.3.2 Effect of Battery Mass on Trip Time
Similarly, we can examine how an increase in power plant specific mass due to the
addition of battery mass would affect the trip time of a CT vehicle if its payload fraction
were the same as for the IT vehicle. First, let us derive the trip time for the CT vehicle.
Equation (14) can be rewritten as:
V,
1 C[TP + M  +M[S Mo Mo CTr (20)
If we make the appropriate substitution for electrical power and Mprop:
= Mprop C2  Mprop 1_ e-
2TItZb-Cr and Mo
where Tb-CT is the burn time (and trip time) of the CT vehicle, equation (20) can be
rewritten as:
= ~ 2(1 - es-)
where the payload fraction is for optimum Isp. Using the definition of X from (17), the
above equation can be written as:
- arrXc2(1 e
2bt (t•]max- eC )
Let us define the trip time of the CT vehicle which has not been penalized for its additional
power plant mass, which is equivalent to the condition at X = 1, as:
-.CrrIc2(1 - e- Acb-cro =  ~ L b-FT
Mo max (21)
Using the approximation (15), we can state that (21) is approximately equal to the burn
time of the IT vehicle. We can define the trip time of the penalized CT vehicle relative to
this value, b-CTo, to see the effect of X on trip time:
b-cr = XTb-CTo (22)
The trip time of a CT vehicle where the specific mass is constant throughout the trip (i.e.,
no radiation degradation) scales linearly with the increase in the specific mass; this
relationship was identified in (8). If we begin with a specific mass of 30 kg/kW, which is
characteristic of solar array systems, then as X increases, the change in the trip time of the
CT vehicle is depicted in Fig. 1.11.
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Figure 1.11: Trip time versus Optimized Isp for a = 30 kg/kW with X as a
parameter
The tradeoffs present between specific mass, trip time and payload fraction and also
between CT and IT configurations are evident in Figs. 1.10 and 1.11. Higher specific
impulses result in larger maximum payloads, yet higher Isp also results in a longer trip time:
a vehicle with Isp = 4000 seconds would take almost two years to complete its trip if a =
30 kg/kW. Neglecting the potential impatience of customers, the obvious engineering
choice would seem to be to design for the highest Isp possible.
Up to this point, we have assumed that the specific mass of the vehicle remains
constant throughout the flight in order to identify the characteristics of an electric
propulsion system. Now we shall see that an analysis of the chosen power system
becomes crucial to the design process. Solar cells will degrade when exposed to the Van
Allen radiation belts, and a significant portion of the trajectory will be spent in that region.
The damage sustained by the cells is a function of their exposure, and this damage will
0
increase the value of the specific mass as the trip progresses. In the following section, the
issue of array damage and its effect on the payload performance and vehicle design will be
analyzed in detail.
2. POWER PLANT
The trajectory of any transfer vehicle which carries payloads between LEO and
GEO will pass through the Van Allen radiation belts. The high doses of radiation received
on a low thrust transfer have serious consequences which must be considered by the
designer; since solar cells are susceptible to damage by radiation, the design of the power
system can no longer be considered independent of the design of the mission trajectory.
The lifetime, trip time, and payload capability of a solar powered transfer vehicle depend on
the performance of the solar array, whose power output will inevitably degrade with
increased exposure to the Van Allen belts.
In the first subsection, the characteristics of the space radiation environment and its
effect on the solar cells will be presented. In the literature on solar cell performance, as well
as in this thesis, the performance of a solar cell exposed to radiation is described as a
function of the 1 MeV equivalent electron fluence it has received. The concept of radiation
"equivalence" allows exposure to space radiation, which is composed of a spectrum of
energetic protons and electrons, to be correlated to results from laboratory experiments,
which are generally performed with monoenergetic electron beams. All of the data on the
Van Allen belts and the degradation performance of solar cells that is used in analyses in
this thesis comes from the Solar Cell Radiation Handbook by Tada, Carter, et.al. and its
Addendum 1, by Anspaugh, all of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. A method of estimating
the equivalent fluence received on a trajectory, which will provide a means of estimating the
power loss over that trajectory, will be discussed. Finally, the consequences of power loss
on vehicle perfomance will be analyzed.
2.1. Space Radiation Environment
The Van Allen radiation belts, which are regions of high energy electrons and
protons trapped by Earth's magnetic fields, are far from a benevolent operating
environment for solar cells. The type and intensity of radiation received by a cell will
depend on the vehicle's orbital inclination and altitude, the thickness of the coverglass
shielding on the front and rear of the cell, and the duration of the exposure. The power
output of the cell after receiving a given amount of radiation will depend on the type of cell;
physical factors such as type of semiconductor, cell thickness, base resistivity, and location
of the junction all determine the ability of a cell to survive radiation damage.
Let us first consider the environment in which the spacecraft will operate. Tada and
Carter created a model of the Van Allen belts of pertinent use to the solar array designer;
their results are tabulated data of the 1 MeV equivalent electron fluence received by a solar
cell protected by a given thickness of coverglass, as a function of orbital altitude and
inclination. The tabulated data on the equivalent fluence due to the trapped electrons and
protons of the Van Allen belts is presented in graphical form in Figures 2.1 and 2.2.
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Figure 2.3 Sum of Annual Equivalent 1 MeV Electron Fluence for Trapped
Electrons and Protons for various shielding thicknesses.
Infinite backshielding, circular orbit at 0 degrees inclination.
The sum of the trapped electron and proton equivalent fluences (Figs. 2.1 and 2.2)
is depicted in Fig. 2.3. As is evident from the shape of the curve, it is the incident protons
that are the main source of damage at altitudes below 10000km, the inner belt region.
Electrons, due to their smaller mass and generally lower energies, make up only a small
fraction of the equivalent fluence at altitudes under 10000km. They do compose a
significant portion of the fluence over 20000km, and are responsible for the second hump,
the outer belt region, in the curves of Fig. 2.3. In all three graphs, the shielding thickness
noticeably reduces the fluence received, especially the fluence due to trapped protons. Low
I1Q
energy protons can be stopped within the shield, sparing the solar cell from damage; thicker
shielding increases the protection against more energetic protons. Since the power output
and thus lifetime of the array will be limited by the radiation damage received, the choice of
shielding thickness becomes a significant design parameter. Let us now examine the effect
of radiation on solar cells.
2.2. Solar Cell Degradation
For a photovoltaic cell to produce current, electrons and holes (the minority carriers
in p-type and n-type semiconductors, respectively) freed by incoming photons must be able
to diffuse to the n-p junction of the cell, where they will be separated by the junction's
electrostatic field and create a current flow.
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Figure 2.4: Solar Cell 7
Any electrons or holes that recombine with their match before reaching the junction will not
contribute to the current flow; the average distance a carrier travels before recombination is
called the minority carrier diffusion length, Ldiff, where:
L =ff  9Diff Ddiff= diffusion constant
T= carrier lifetime
7 Merrigan, J, Sunlight to Electricity, (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1975)
,!
This diffusion length should always be greater than the distance between the depth at which
the carrier is released by an incident photon and the distance to reach the junction in order to
maximize the probability that the carrier can reach the junction to produce current. When
high energy particles such as protons and electrons strike a solar cell, they damage the cell
by knocking atoms out of the crystal lattice and inducing localized ionization. The effect is
to create crystal lattice defects or 'recombination centers,' which are places where a carrier
can recombine with its match. As more recombination centers are created by radiation, a
minority carrier will be more likely to find a match, and so its lifetime, t, will decrease as
more radiation damage is sustained. The overall effect is a shortening of the diffusion
length, Ldiff. With a smaller diffusion length, it is increasingly difficult for carriers to reach
the junction.
2.2.1 Effect of Degradation on Solar Cell Performance Characteristics
The performance of an irradiated solar cell is measured by the drop in value of
three parameters as a function of fluence: Isc, the short circuit current, Voc, the open circuit
voltage, and Pmax, the maximum power produced by the cell. The drop in short circuit
current is related to the decrease in minority carrier diffusion length; as the diffusion length
decreases, fewer carriers are able to reach the junction and produce current. The decrease in
Voc, however, is a function of the increase of the saturation current of the cell, which is
determined by the properties of the semiconductor junction. The saturation current is the
point at which the current output remains the same despite further increases in voltage.
Electrons and high energy protons which can completely penetrate the solar cell will
produce damage uniformly at all depths in the cell, so the degradation of Voc and Pmax is
reflected by the degradation of Isc. Low energy protons (< 5 MeV) do not have enough
energy to pass through the cell, and so are stopped within the body of the cell. The damage
to the junction area is much higher than to other areas of the cell since the junction is at the
typical penetration depth for protons of low energy and the damage caused by a proton is
concentrated at the end of the proton's path. Junction damage results in a much greater
decrease of Voc and Pmax than of Isc. When considering the damage due to low energy
proton flux, the decrease in Voc and Pmax will have to be considered separately from the
decrease in Isc, as we shall.see.
Figure 2.5 shows the effect of radiation on the performance of a 10 ohm-cm base
resistivity silicon solar cell, taken from the Solar Cell Radiation Handbook, Addendum I.
The maximum power output of the cell, Pmax, normalized to its unradiated power output, is
graphed as a function of the log of the fluence received. A curve fit was found to match the
performance data given for fluences less than 1016 e/cm 2 and was used to extrapolate to
higher fluence values. The extrapolation is a mathematical prediction of the cell
performance; the actual physical response of the cell to higher fluence values may not
follow the trend exhibited by the cell at lower values.
Si 10 ohm-cm: Normalized maximum power vs. 1 MeV fluence
Bold line: experimental data. Trace line: extrapolation from data curve fit
y = 2.589 - 0.6291og(x) + 0.0721og2(x) - 2.535e-31og 3(x)
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Figure 2.5: Normalized Pmax vs. 1 MeV Electron Fluence
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2.2.2 Estimating Equivalent Fluence Received as a Function of Initial Acceleration
In this thesis, Tada and Carter's model of equivalent fluence as a function of orbital
altitude, inclination and shielding thickness is used to estimate the degradation of a solar
array over different trajectories. Although their model allowed for the inclusion of several
other effects such as solar flare and coverglass darkening, many simplifying assumptions
are made in this thesis to reduce calculation time as well as to maintain focus on the first
order effects of radiation on the performance of solar cells:
* Radiation due to solar flare and increased solar activity is not included.
Since solar activity is cyclical, the inclusion of solar activity effects would have required a
8 Anspaugh, B. Solar Cell Radiation Handbook, Addendum 1, JPL Publication 82-69, Figure 18.
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time frame in model analysis. This is undesirable for a parametric study since it would
restrict the validity of the data to specified dates.
* Similarly, the effect of the solar wind to compress the Van Allen belts on
the sun-facing side of the Earth was neglected for the same reasons stated above.
* The effect of coverglass darkening is considered to be a second order
effect on the performance of solar cells. The data on transmittance loss due to coverglass
darkening varies widely with type of coverglass used and test procedure, and common
practice in solar cell power estimates is to assume a 2-4% transmission loss due to
darkening. Neglecting this rather small effect was deemed tolerable for the sake of
computational simplicity and speed.9
The Van Allen belt radiation data tables from Tada and Carter which were graphed
in Figs. 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 describe the fluence received by a cell that is infinitely
backshielded. For a cell on a body-mounted array, the body of the satellite acts as a shield
and will prevent particles from passing through the rear of the cell. Due to the high power
requirement of an electric propulsion system, the solar array will not be able to be contained
to the surface of the vehicle and will most likely be in a deployable wing configuration. The
assumption of infinite backshielding will not be valid, and so the fluence received by the
backside of the solar cells must also be considered. For the case of electron fluence, the
total fluence received by a cell can be calculated by doubling the fluence received on the
front side of an infinitely backshielded cell, assuming that the shielding thickness is the
same on the front and rear of the cell. Proton damage, however, is greater from the front
side of the cell than from the rear, this is due to the fact that the junction is much closer to
the front side of the cell and that low energy protons are unlikely to reach it if they enter
through the rear of the cell. In the literature, the convention has been established to use the
Voc and Pmax damage coefficients when considering fluence through the front side of the
cell, and the Isc damage coefficients when the proton fluence enters through the rear of the
cell. The radiation tables created by Tada and Carter include two different tables for the
equivalent fluence from trapped protons, which reflect the use of the Voc and Pmax
coefficients and the Isc coefficients.
In order to estimate the damage suffered by a solar array during a trip between LEO
and GEO, a trajectory was calculated for a given initial acceleration and specific impulse.
The average orbital altitude during a one hour period was determined from the trajectory
data and the equivalent fluence received from spending one hour at that altitude was
determined by linearly interpolating from the fluence tables of Tada and Carter under the
9 Tada and Carter et. al., Solar Cell Radiation Handbook, 3rd ed., JPL Publication 82-69, p. 3-57
assumptions stated above. Given the cumulative fluence attained at that point in the
trajectory, the array power was determined from the performance curves for the particular
solar cell chosen. The acceleration of the vehicle was then decreased to compensate for the
loss in array power, and then the iteration continued with the new value of acceleration.
Fig. 2.6 depicts the total equivalent fluence received by an array as a function of trip time
and shielding thickness for a continuous thrust trajectory with initial acceleration as an
implicit variable. The fluence received by an array shielded with a given thickness is a
linear function of total trip time. Essentially, as total trip time increases, the same fraction of
the total trip time is spent at a particular orbit resulting in an increase in fluence which is
proportional to the increase in trip time.
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Figure 2.6 Equivalent 1 MeV Fluence vs. Trip time for 6, 20, and 60 mil
shielded Si 10 ohm-cm solar cells on a CT vehicle.
Curve fits to the data presented in Fig. 2.6 will allow us to calculate the fluence received as
a function of total trip time (or initial acceleration) for a CT trip, without repeating the
integration procedure described above.
Solar cells experience a sharp drop in power as they travel through the Van Allen
radiation belts which levels off at higher altitudes. Figure 2.7 depicts the time history of
the normalized power output of a Si 10 ohm-cm array shielded with 1, 6, 20 and 60 mils of
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coverglass. It was assumed that the initial acceleration of all four arrays was 0.0008m/s 2 ,
number chosen arbitrarily, but characteristic of the specific mass of today's solar cells.
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Figure 2.8: Time History of Orbital Altitude for 1, 6, 20, and 60 mil shielded Si 10
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At this acceleration level, 1 mil of coverglass is insufficient shielding for an array
on a LEO-GEO transfer vehicle. In Figure 2.8, we see the history of orbital altitude versus
time and that the 1 mil shielded array has failed to attain orbit due to complete degradation
of its arrays. From both Figs. 2.7 and 2.8, it is evident that the array damage plateaus once
the vehicle climbs above 10000 km10. This altitude represents the peak fluence of the Van
Allen Belts (Figure 2.3), beyond which the fluence drops off sharply; the fluence received
by the array at altitudes greater than 10000km is small compared to the cumulative fluence
reached at lower altitudes.
2.3 System Effects of Solar Array Degradation
With the method of estimating radiation damage discussed above, we can examine
the effect of decreased power on the vehicle's performance characteristics. If we assume
that a reduction of the solar array power has no effect on the thruster efficiency or specific
impulse, then a decrease in electrical power must be absorbed by allowing a decrease in
either the vehicle acceleration or the payload mass. For a vehicle in transit there is no choice
but to reduce the acceleration, but for a roundtrip vehicle there is the option of decreasing
its mass on a subsequent roundtrip. Two limiting cases are examined here: the first allows
the acceleration to decrease while maintaining a constant payload fraction and the second
allows the payload fraction to decrease while maintaining the same initial acceleration.
2.3.1 Decrease in Acceleration Due to Decreased Power
For a vehicle in transit, power loss must be compensated for by allowing
acceleration to decrease. For this case and for the roundtrip vehicle which has the same
initial mass in LEO at the start of every trip, the reduction of the initial acceleration due to
solar array damage will be directly proportional to the reduction in array power:
p = Tc = Moaoc
2lt 21lt
2rltP
ao(trip 1)=
Moc
2rltPD(trip n - 1)
ao(trip n) = ao(trip 1)D(trip n- 1)
Moc (23)
10 The plateau effect was also noted by Sackett, et. al. in "Solar Electric Geocentric Transfer with Attitude
Constraints: Analysis," NASA CR-134927, August 1975, p.82.
where D(trip n-1) is the percent of maximum power capability remaining due to the
radiation damage received. Here we will make the approximation (see Figure 1.5) that the
change in AV due to decreasing acceleration will be negligible for accelerations less than
0.01 m/s2.
For the return trip (GEO-LEO) of a roundtrip, the vehicle is no longer burdened
with a payload, and can therefore achieve higher acceleration due to its reduced mass. For
constant thrust, we can quantify the return trip initial acceleration by compensating the
initial acceleration of the nth trip as follows, assuming that the AV on the return trip is the
same as for the outbound trip:
T = Moao(trip n) = (Mf - ML)aoreturn(trip n)
aoretur(trip n) = ao(trip 1)D(trip n-l)
Av ML
-Mo (24)
where ML is the payload delivered on the outbound trip.
2.3.2 Decrease in Payload Fraction Due to Decreased Power
Reworking (23) will yield the initial mass of the vehicle on the nth trip as a function
of the solar array degradation:
2rlPD(trip n - 1)Mo(trip n) = = Mo(trip 1)D(trip n -1)
The mass of the vehicle on the nth trip, Mo(trip n) can be described as follows:
ML(trip n)+ Ms + Mprop + Mpp = Mo(trip 1)D(trip n - 1).
We must keep in mind that on a return trip, the vehicle (once it has released its payload) has
no means of decreasing its mass, so the degradation caused by the outbound trip must be
compensated for by reducing the acceleration for the return trip. The relationship for the
return acceleration is somewhat different from (24) because the initial mass is decreasing on
successive outbound trips:
Mo (trip n)ao (trip n)D(trip n)= (Mf (trip n) - ML (tripn))aoreturn
!
. ao (trip 1) D(trip n)
ao return
-
ML (trip n)( Mo (trip n) (25)
It is assumed that the decrease in initial mass affects the payload mass only;
structural mass and power mass are independent of the power output of the vehicle. We can
also assume that the propellant mass is independent of the power output because we are
holding acceleration and specific impulse constant. The implicit assumption is that specific
impulse is independent of power plant output; this may not necessarily be the case in an
actual system.
ML(tripn) = D(trip n-) - Ms + Mprop + Mpp
Mo(trip 1) Moip n(trip 1)
ML(tripn) = D(trip n-l) - t1 - ML]
Mo (trip ) LMo trip l (26)
In (26), the payload fraction is represented as the ratio of the payload on the nth trip
to the initial mass of the first trip. The purpose of this representation is to allow for a
convenient way to assess the total payload capability of a vehicle over successive trips; the
total payload mass lifted after n trips can be expressed as the sum of the payload fraction on
each trip multiplied by the initial mass of the vehicle on its first trip:
ML = Mo (trip 1) Z ML(tripn)
1 1 Mo (trip 1)
To find the payload fraction of the nth trip with respect to the initial mass of the vehicle on
the nth trip, one need only divide the result in (26) by the value D(trip n-1):
ML(tripn) _ ML(tripn)
Mo (tripn) Mo (trip 1)D(trip n-l)
The result of (26) is that there is a minimum power level that can be tolerated by a vehicle if
the initial accleration is to remain the same over successive trips:
when D(trip n-l) = -[ ML (tfip n) = 0
( otrip I Mo (trip 1) (27)
At this minimum power level, the vehicle would be incapable of carrying any payload if it
were to maintain the same initial acceleration value that it had on its first trip.
II
3. RESULTS
In the previous sections it was established that the trip time of an electrically
propelled vehicle depends directly on the specific mass of the power system; that shorter
trip times and increased shielding thickness minimizes the equivalent fluence received by
the array. These design characteristics are not all mutually compatible; although shielding
effectively protects the solar arrays, they do so at the expense of additional power system
mass. The increase in power system mass will slow the vehicle down, and therefore the
array would experience a longer exposure to radiation than it would with a lighter shield.
The existence of an optimum vehicle design is not directly addressed here. Instead,
the computer program was utilized to establish sets of performance data as a function of
several set input variables described below. The data is presented in a general enough
manner that it can be utilized by the reader to perform trade studies which will allow them
to derive the 'optimum' vehicle within their own constraints. In this section the trends and
results of this data will be examined, and an illustration of the utilization of the data will be
demonstrated through the use of several design examples.
Three types of cells are examined: Silicon cells with 2 ohm-cm base resistivity,
silicon cells with 10 ohm-cm base resistivity, and gallium arsenide cells. For each of these
cells, four different coverglass thicknesses were considered: 1, 6, 20, and 60 mils. Two
types of trajectories were examined: continuous thrust (CT), in which the vehicle is
operating under constant thrust during the entire trajectory, and intermittent thrust (IT), in
which the vehicle operates under constant thrust only when in the sunlight. The result is 24
possible combinations to be examined over a range of initial accelerations from 0.0005 -
0.095 m/s 2, which is representative of today's and near future technology. The value of
the initial acceleration is also a function of three more design variables: the specific impulse,
thruster efficiency, and the specific mass of the entire power system. In order to avoid
specifying a particular thruster and its associated performance characteristics, the results of
computer analysis are presented as a function of initial acceleration only.
In the following examples, the data for only one particular type of cell, the silicon
cell with 10 ohm-cm base resistivity, will be presented in the body of the thesis for the sake
of conciseness and clarity. The data for the other types of cells studied will be presented in
Appendix D. The response of all three cells to radiation degradation is similar enough that
the shape of their performance curves can be characterized to the first order by the one
example cell presented here. (The real difference between the cells due to factors such as
efficiency and weight will be evident when performance is compared on the basis of initial
acceleration.)
|
(29)
where a can be expressed as:
= aa + (hkpg + oa + Cb (30)
The specific mass of the array can be expanded to show the dependence on shielding
thickness:
Marray Pcell tcel + 2 pshield tshield
Pelec rlFsolar (31)
It is assumed that the shielding is the same thickness on the front and back of the cell. To
compare the performance of two vehicles, one only need calculate their initial acceleration
using equations (29) and (30) to determine the trip time and end of trip power from the data
curves.
3.1 Delivery Rate
Since the goal of the transfer vehicle is to place a payload in GEO, we would like to
maximize the amount of payload that can be carried; however, the trip time is also a
parameter of interest. In order to include both of these variables in one parameter, let us
define a new variable, 8, the delivery rate, with units [days-1]:
- ML (tripn) 1
Mo(trip 1) -t rt = trip time (32)
Note that the delivery rate multiplied by the initial mass of the vehicle will yield the payload
delivered to orbit for a given trip time. The delivery rate as defined above in (32) is only
The assumption made here is that the payload fraction of the vehicle is determined
by equation (9) using the AV and Isp chosen for the vehicle. The inital acceleration of any
particular constant thrust vehicle (this includes intermittent thrust vehicles) can be
determined for the one-way case from (3), (4) and (9):
v ML PthrusterMo acc
ao
adequate for one-way vehicles; for roundtrip vehicles the cumulative delivery rate over the
lifetime of the vehicle is the appropriate figure of merit:
8 cumnulative =:
X[CLEO-GEo + TGEOLEOln
Total Payload Delivered
Total Time in Orbit
(33)
In the examples below, these two parameters will be used to compare the relative merit of
one type of vehicle against the other.
3.2 Tradeoff Between Shielding Mass and Trip Time
In Figure 3.1, the trip time to GEO as a function of initial acceleration and shielding
thickness is plotted for an intermittent thrust (IT) vehicle with Si 10 ohm-cm solar arrays.
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Figure 3.1: Trip time vs. Initial acceleration for IT vehicle, Si 10 ohm-cm
array
From Figure 3.1, we can see that for a given initial acceleration, heavier shielded arrays
result in faster trip times; this is because at a given acceleration value, a better protected
array will suffer less degradation and therefore be able to accelerate faster because it loses
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less power. However, a true comparison between the performance of a heavier shield
relative to a lighter one would incorporate the additional mass of the heavier shield into the
initial acceleration. Then we can analyze the change in vehicle performance due to the
increase in shielding thickness only.
Since there is no energy storage system aboard, the specific mass of the IT
vehicle's power plant will be dominated by the weight of its array. This will allow us to
characterize the difference in specific mass as a function of the shielding thickness:
Marray = Pcel A(tceu + 2 tshield)
A= Pelec
Tlcell Fsolar
Marray _ Pcell (tce + 2 tshield)
Pelec Tlceu Fsolar (34)
We will assume for simplifying purposes that the density of the cell and the shielding is
roughly the same. (For fused silica coverglass and silicon cells, this is a good
approximation.) When comparing the specific masses of the same type of cell with two
different shielding thicknesses, we only need to know the factor by which the specific mass
increases, which from (34) is just a function of the shielding thickness. The Si 10 ohm-cm
cells considered here are 3 mils thick; with a 6 mil shield, the total cell thickness would be
about 15 mils, and with a 20 mil shield, the total cell thickness would be 43 mils. Thus the
20 mil shielded solar array would be 43/15 or 2.9 times heavier than a 6 mil shielded solar
array, which would make the initial acceleration of a 20 mil array would be 35% that of a 6
mil array.
If we arbitrarily take .008 m/s 2 as the initial acceleration of a vehicle with arrays
shielded by 6 mil of coverglass, then the initial acceleration of the same vehicle with a 20
mil shielded array will be 0.0028 m/s2 (-0.008/2.9) and with a 60 mil shielded array will
be .001 m/s 2 , resulting in trip times presented in Table 3.1. Curve fits for the data
presented in Fig. 3.1 and all other performance graphs can be found in Appendix D.
Table 3.1: Trip time; IT Vehicle, Si 10 ohm-cm Array
Shielding thickness Initial acceleration, m/s2  Trip time, days
6 mil .008 9.06
20 mil .0028 25.34
60 mil .0010 66.76
3.3 Tradeoff Between Shielding Mass and End of Trip (EOT) Power
Output
The next consideration is the effect of shielding mass on the power output of the
array after a trip from LEO to GEO. While it was shown above that extra shielding
increases the trip time due to the addition of mass, we must consider the effect on the
power output of the array. In Fig 3.2, the EOT power is graphed as a function of initial
acceleration for the same conditions as above in Figure 3.1. Here we can see that the final
power is a stronger function of shielding thickness than mass; if we take the same initial
conditions presented in Table 3.1 above, we see that heavier shielded arrays will always
have a greater EOT power in spite of slower trip times caused by lower accelerations (Table
3.2). Note that a 1 mil shielded array with an initital acceleration below about 0.0015 m/s 2
will be unable to complete the mission due to radiation damage.
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Table 3.2: EOT Power; IT Vehicle, Si 10 ohm-cm Array
Shielding Thickness Initial Acceleration, m/s2  EOT Power
6 mil .008 .71
20 mil .0028 .80
60 mil .0010 .86
Resolving the issue of shielding thickness choice reduces to specifying the intended
use of the vehicle and the EOT power requirement. A one-way vehicle must have enough
shielding to be able to reach GEO; a roundtrip vehicle requires shielding that will guarantee
array power for a number of trips. The result is two different design requirements for EOT
power; in the first case, EOT power of 10% might be sufficient, whereas in the second,
EOT power of 60% could be required (depending on the number of roundtrips). From Fig.
3.2, we can see that these different EOT Power requirements will result in different
minimum shielding requirements. If a one-way vehicle must reach GEO with 10% of its
array power, then 1 mil shielding will be adequate only if its initial acceleration is greater
than 0.002m/s 2. If the initial acceleration is less than 0.002m/s 2, then at least 6 mil will be
necessary for the array to be capable of powering the vehicle to GEO.
If we assume a roundtrip vehicle requires an EOT power of 60% after its first trip to
GEO, we see from Fig. 3.2 that the demand for greater EOT power will increase the
minimum shielding requirement. A 6 mil shield will be adequate only if the initial
acceleration is greater than 0.003m/s2; in no case will 1 mil be adequate in this range of
accelerations. At initial accelerations less than 0.003m/s 2, 20 mils would be the minimum,
and for initial accelerations less than 0.00025m/s 2, 60 mils would be necessary to satisfy
this particular design requirement.
3.4 Compensating for Power Loss in a Roundtrip Vehicle
Using curve fits to the data presented in Figs. 3.1 and 3.2, the number of
roundtrips completed can be calculated for a specified vehicle. In the example below, we
will consider a vehicle whose attributes are listed in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3: Example Vehicle Characteristics
Trajectory IT
Solar Cell Si 10 ohm-cm
Isp 3000s
Cell Efficiency 11.5%
Density, cell and coverglass 2200 kg/m3
Thruster efficiency 0.5
Structural mass fraction 0.1
Mission AV 4655 m/s
The initial acceleration of a roundtrip vehicle is slightly different from a comparable one-
way vehicle since the maximum payload fraction at optimum Isp is also a function of the
structural mass ratio, as derived in (12):
Sc ( c- Ml 1
A- _2 + 2ev Mc (5
The specific mass was calculated using (34) and in Table 3.4 below, the initial accelerations
for 6, 20 and 60 mil shielding are presented for the vehicle described in Table 3.3. It
should be noted that these are optimistic values for specific mass since we have neglected
structural mass of the array and the power conditioning and distribution mass.
Table 3.4: Example Vehicle: a and ao
Shielding Thickness, mils Specific Mass, kg/kW Initial acceleration, m/s2
6 5.2 .0012
20 15.0 .00042
60 42.8 .00015
Let us consider the case where the payload fraction remains constant from trip to
trip (Refer to Section 2.3.1). For an optimum Isp of 3000s, the maximum payload fraction
is 0.67, which was calculated from (12). The procedure for calculating the acceleration for
subsequent trips which was described in Section 2 (equations (23) and (24)) is used to
determine the results below in Table 3.5.
(35)
Table 3.5a : Example Vehicle; 6 mil, Constant Payload Fraction = 0.67
Trip Init acc Trip time Return acc Return trip EORT Cumulative
# [m/s2] [days] [m/s 2] time [days] Power Delivery Rate
1 .0012 88.35 .0031 28.75 .433 .00572
2 .00052 241.40 .0018 55.62 .248 .00324
3 .0003 470.33 .0008 145.60 .094 .00147
Table 3.5b: Example Vehicle; 20 mil, Constant Payload Fraction = 0.67
Trip Init acc Trip time Return acc Return trip EORT Cumulative
# [m/s 2] [days] [m/s 2] time [days] Power Delivery Rate
[days - l]
1 .00042 195.59 .0014 53.15 .593 .00269
2 .00025 343.67 .0011 68.15 .477 .00203
3 .00018 483.47 .0009 84.02 .394 .00164
4 .00015 593.70 .0008 101.98 .330 .00139
5 .00013 720.23 .0006 124.21 .274 .00121
6 .00010 878.65 .0005 154.16 .223 .00106
7 .00008 1095.19 .0004 199.27 .175 .00083
8 .00007 1428.13 .0003 280.61 .125 .00065
The column 'EORT Power' is the normalized power output at the end of a
roundtrip; that is, the power output of the array due to the cumulative fluence received from
a trip to GEO and a return trip to LEO.
The first noticable difference between Tables 3.5 a and b is that the 20 mil shielded
array is capable of far more trips than the 6 mil array. In spite of its slower initial
acceleration, after one trip the 20 mil array has suffered less damage than the 6 mil array,
which would allow it to complete more trips. However, trips 3-8 are italicized in Table
3.5b to highlight that additional trips would probably be undesirable at this acceleration
level due to excessive trip times.
An important result of the data presented in Table 3.5 is that the cumulative delivery
rate of the 20 mil vehicle is higher than the 6 mil vehicle after just three roundtrips. In other
words, the cumulative delivery rate decreases at a slower rate due to the greater shielding.
Although the 6 mil vehicle has a higher delivery rate for the first two round trips, this rate
falls off by the third trip because the trip time increases due to excessive array damage.
Data was not included for a 60 mil shielded vehicle since its low initial acceleration resulted
in a trip time of over 500 days for the first trip.
The issue still remains as to how a roundtrip vehicle might best absorb the loss of
power due to radiation degradation; when in flight, the vehicle loses its ability to accelerate,
however, a vehicle that returns to LEO has the option of carrying less mass on a
subsequent trip. These two limiting cases were presented in Section 2, and one of them,
allowing the acceleration of the vehicle to decrease while maintaining a constant payload
fraction, is examined above in Table 3.5. Let us now examine the same initial conditions
but allow the payload fraction to decrease over subsequent trips.
Table 3.6a 11 : Example Vehicle; 6
Initial acceleration constant =
mil shielding,
.0012m/s 2
Trip MLtripn/Motripl Trip time Return trip EORT Power Cumulative
# [days] time [days] Delivery Rate
[days- 1]
1 .670 88.35 28.75 .433 .00572
2 .103 * * * *
Table 3.6b: Example Vehicle; 20 mil shielding,
Initial acceleration constant = .00042m/s 2
Trip ML tripn/Mo tripl Trip time Return trip EORT Power Cumulative
# [days] time [days] Delivery Rate
[days- 1]
1 .670 195.59 53.15 .593 .00269
2 .263 195.59 149.65 .491 .00157
3 .161 195.59 229.11 .420 .00107
4 .090 * * * *
From Table 3.6 a and b we see that compensating for power loss by lowering the payload
mass on subsequent trips results in fewer roundtrips for both vehicles than in the case
where the acceleration was decreased. If we compare Table 3.5b. and 3.6b, we see that the
cumulative delivery rate decreases much more quickly if the payload mass is decreased on
11 Asterix (*) denotes that the vehicle would have to lower its acceleration if any mass is to be carried.
each successive trip, in spite of the shorter trip times. It should be noted that by trip 2
(Table 3.6a) and by trip 4 (Table 3.6b), if the vehicle were to continue on more missions, it
would have to lower its acceleration if it were to be capable of transporting any payload at
all. Note that the structural mass fraction must be subtracted from the payload fractions in
Table 3.6 to obtain the fraction of useful payload mass.
From the example considered in the above paragraphs, an important aspect of
roundtrip solar electric vehicle design has been identified. A multitrip vehicle should
compensate for its power loss by reducing its acceleration, not its payload mass. This is a
counter-intuitive result in light of the fact that longer trip times imply greater radiation
exposure; however, the loss in payload capability due to reduced power can not offset the
benefit of shorter trip times.
3.5 Tradeoff Between Battery Mass (CT vs. IT), Trip Time, and EOT
Power
In section 1, the design problems imposed by Earth-shadowing were discussed and
two limiting cases were introduced: the continuous (CT) and intermittent (IT) thrust
vehicles. It was shown that the trip time of a CT vehicle was roughly 20% shorter than that
of an IT vehicle with the same initial acceleration and specific impulse. A CT vehicle,
however, would require an energy storage system to provide power through eclipse, which
would increase the specific mass of the vehicle. We will now resolve the tradeoffs between
battery mass, trip time, and EOT power.
In Figures 3.3 and 3.4 are the output of the computer calculations for a CT vehicle
which has Si 10 ohm-cm solar cells, presented in the same fashion as the data for the IT
vehicle above. A cursory comparison between the two sets of data will reveal that the CT
trajectory results in a shorter trip time and higher EOT power than an IT vehicle with the
same initial acceleration and shielding thickness.
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Figure 3.4: CT Si 10 ohm-cm: Initial acceleration vs. EOT power
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The mass penalty factor, X, was introduced in Section 1.3 as a means of
performance comparison between the two types of vehicles. Let us now compare the
performance of an one-way CT vehicle to an one-way IT vehicle with a 6 mil shielded array
composed of Si 10 ohm-cm cells. In Table 3.7, the specific mass of an IT vehicle with a 6
mil array was determined from (34) to be 5.2 kg/kW. From equation (29), the initial
acceleration of this vehicle, once again assuming that AV = 4655m/s 2 , Isp = 3000s and
rlthruster = 0.5, is calculated to be: 0.00082m/s 2. The initial acceleration of the CT vehicle
can be calculated from (29) as a function of X, except substituting the value AV = 4669
m/s2 (Figure 1.5). In Table 3.7, the trip time and EOT power are presented for a range of
X values for the CT vehicle as well as for the IT vehicle to which we are comparing it; the
trip times and EOT values were calculated for the CT vehicle using curve fits to the data
presented in Figs 3.3 and 3.4 and the values for the IT vehicle were calculated using curve
fits from the data in Figs 3.1. and 3.2. Note that the maximum payload fraction for a
vehicle at this Isp is 0.73 (from (9).
Table 3.7: X Factor Comparison; 6 mil, Si 10 ohm-cm
Type X Initial Acc a Trip time EOT Delivery
[m/s2] [kg/kW] [days] Power Rate
[days- 1]
IT * .00082 5.2 139.53 .410 .0052
CT 1 .00082 5.2 109.64 .442 .0067
CT 1.25 .00066 6.5 142.67 .406 .0051
CT 1.5 .00055 7.8 176.92 .376 .0041
CT 2 .00041 10.4 248.43 .327 .0029
CT 3 .00027 15.6 400.86 .253 .0018
The results of Table 3.7 is plotted in Figure 3.5 to illustrate the trend in delivery rate as X is
increased. The arrow on the plot designates the location of the delivery rate for the
comparable IT vehicle. As is apparent from the graphs, a CT vehicle would have to have X
less than about 1.25 in order to have a higher delivery rate than the IT vehiclel 2 . In other
words, a battery storage system is not a worthwhile investment unless it comprises less
than 25% of the array's mass.
12 This is true for heavier shielded arrays as well. Comparisons can be made between a lightly shielded IT
vehicle and a heavier shielded CT vehicle as long as the X factor is appropriately compensated.
0.007
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Figure 3.5: X factor vs. Delivery Rate for a CT vehicle: 6 mil shielded
array, Si 10 ohm-cm cells, Isp = 3000, rlthruster = 0.5
3.6 X Factor Estimate with Current Battery Technology
Just how large would X be for a CT vehicle? Let us calculate an estimate of X using
a NiH2 battery system that is sized to provide continuous thrust at LEO. Let us consider a
vehicle which would be powered by a 10 kW array, which represents the largest array
flown in orbit by the U.S. 13 The battery system must provide the full 10 kW of power to
the thrusters and the array must be oversized to allow such a system to charge while in
sunlight and still maintain full thrust.
In section I, it was estimated that a vehicle in LEO would spend 60% of its orbit in
sunlight; considering that a LEO orbit has a period of 1.5 hours, then the battery system
must provide full power for the duration of 0.6 hours, or 6 kW-hr. The figure of merit for
space batteries is mass per unit kilowatt-hour, and for nickel hydride batteries, that value is
63.3 kg/kW-hr. 14 The corresponding specific mass of the batteries is then 38 kg/kW.
13 Skylab's Apollo Telescope Mount array.
14 Poeschel, RL. "Evaluation of the Use of On-Board Spacecraft Energy Storage for Electric Propulsion
Missions" N83-32842, August 1983.
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The X factor also includes the weight due to the necessary oversizing of the array.
Since the array must be able to provide full power to the thrusters and replenish the charge
in the batteries, we know that nominally, the array must double its original size. However,
if we estimate the depth of discharge at 0.7, then the power provided by the array must be:
P = 10 kW+ 10 kw(discharge time) = 10 kW + 10 kW(0.6 hr) = 19.5 kW
(DOD)(charge time) (0.7)(0.9 hr) (36)
This number is optimistic since we are not considering loss due to power conditioning and
distribution inefficiencies. The total mass of the power plant (neglecting housekeeping
mass) would then be:
Mpp = aaPa + coaPoa + abPb
= (7kg/kW)(10kw) + (7kg/kW)(9.5kW) + (38kg/kW)(lOkW) = 516.5 kg
So the total specific mass for the CT vehicle, acr, would be:
Mpp _ 516 .5 kg _ 5 1 .7
P 10 kW
Notice here that the total power of the vehicle is still considered to be 10 kW, the power
delivered to the thrusters, even though the array is now producing 19.5 kW. For this
battery system, X would be:
S= CT = 51.7 kg/kW 7.4
arr 7 kg/kW
We can conclude from this evaluation that current technology in batteries would not
be a practical addition to a vehicle, having previously determined that X would have to be
less than 1.25 to increase the performance over a vehicle with no energy storage system.
Even if the batteries themselves could be considerably lighter, the additional array area is
still an unavoidable penalty which almost doubles the specific mass by itself.
One consideration would be to have the vehicle continually thrust through the Van
Allen Belts only, and operate intermittently on other parts of the trajectory; if we size the
battery system for continuous thrust at 2000km, where the vehicle spends 75% of its
2.1 lhr orbit in sunlight (Figure 1.3), then the battery system would have a specific mass of
33.5 kg/kW. With a discharge time of 0.53hr and a charge time of 1.58hr, the power
provided by the whole array must be 14.2 kW, following the same procedure from (36).
These values correspond to a total specific mass of 43.9 kg/kW, which results in an X
factor of 6.3. So while the strategy of limiting continous thrust to the Van Allen Belt
II
region reduces the overall specific mass by 15%, this is not a great enough saving to make
the implementation of an energy storage system worthwhile.
4. SUMMARY
In this thesis, a computer model which incorporated the data of Tada and Carter
was created to provide a first-order estimate of the degradation an array would suffer over a
LEO-GEO journey and the effect of that degradation on the delivery rate of the vehicle. An
analysis of the data revealed several important results:
* It was shown that the EOT power requirement, which depends on the mission
type (one-way or roundtrip), along with the initial acceleration, will drive the minimum
shielding thickness required by the vehicle.
* Roundtrip vehicles can compensate for loss in power by either reducing
acceleration or reducing payload mass. It was shown that allowing the acceleration to
decrease while maintaining payload fraction constant over subsequent trips maximized the
cumulative delivery rate of the vehicle.
* Solar powered vehicles must carry energy storage systems if they are to be
powered during eclipse. These systems can significantly increase the specific mass of the
power system; it was shown that unless the storage system mass is less than 25% of the
array mass, a storage system should not be included. This condition cannot be met with
presently available batteries.
5. CONCLUSIONS
Having demonstrated the performance characteristics of a solar powered electric
propulsion vehicle, the question remains as to how it compares to a chemical upper stage in
both engineering and economic performance. Let us consider a vehicle which would be
powered by a 10 kW array, as was discussed in the previous section. This corresponds to
an array of area 62m 2 if the cell efficiency is 11.5% (34). Assume an Isp of 3000s and a
thruster efficiency of 0.5 as given in the example above, which is characteristic of ion
thrusters. From (4), the thrust is calculated to be 0.34N. Let us select a 6 mil shielded
array composed of Si 10 ohm-cm cells, as was given in the example above. The vehicle
will follow an IT trajectory and be expendable, so the initial acceleration is calculated to be
0.00082m/s 2 . This results in an initial mass in LEO of 414.6 kg. A one-way vehicle at an
optimum Isp of 3000s has a payload fraction of 0.73 (9), so the mass delivered to GEO is
302.7 kg. If we assume that the vehicle has a structural mass fraction of 0.1, then the actual
useful payload to GEO is 261.2 kg.
What kind of benefits can increased payload fraction yield? Let us do more work
with the example given above. A 414.6 kg vehicle could be transported to LEO by an Atlas
E booster, which lifts 795 kg at a launch cost of approximately $25M 1 5. The price per
kilogram to GEO (not including the price of the upper stage) is then $95.7K/kg. Now let us
compare the price per kilogram if we try to lift the same payload mass (261.2 kg) with a
solid upper stage system. Since a typical solid upper stage has a useful payload fraction of
0.1216, then the initial mass in LEO of the upper stage and payload would be 2176.7 kg, a
mass which would require a larger Earth launch vehicle. A Delta II can lift 3770 kg to LEO
at a launch price of $46M 1 7. The price per kilogram to GEO for this launch system would
be $176K/kg (not including the price of the upper stage).
Using a SEP upper stage could therefore reduce launch costs by $21M for one trip,
assuming that the SEP upper stage were the same price as the solid upper stage. Since the
SEP is an undeveloped vehicle, it will undoubtedly cost more than the solid upper stage;
however, the substantial amount of money saved due to the downsizing of the Earth launch
vehicle could defray the cost of constructing an SEP vehicle, especially if spread out over
several launches. If the SEP stage were reusable, and a reliable method of on-orbit payload
and propellant transfer were developed, then launches from Earth would only need to carry
the new payload and a propellant supply, since the upper stage would already be waiting in
15 Communication, Prof. J.L. Kerrebrock.
16 Interavia Space Directory 1989-90, ed. Andrew Wilson, (Geneva: Interavia SA,1989), p. 366.
17 Communication, Prof. J.L. Kerrebrock.
orbit. A smaller Earth launch vehicle could then be used to deliver the second payload, at
even greater savings. Clearly, the economic tradeoffs involved here are worth further
examination.
APPENDIX A: Solar Cell Performance Data
Curve fits were determined for the Normalized Maximum Power vs. Electron Fluence for
Si 2 ohm-cm and GaAs/Ge cells using the software package "ASYSTANT" on an IBM
XT.
Si 2 ohm-cm cells: Normalized maximum power vs. 1 MeV fluence.
Bold line: experimental data. Trace line: extrapolation from data curve fit
y = - 2.531 + 0.460log(x) - (4.268e-3)log2(x) - (7.913e-4)log 3(x)
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Figure A.1: Normalized Pmax vs. 1 MeV Electron Fluence for Si 2 ohm-cm
Cells (data from Anspaugh, B. Solar Cell Radiation Handbook. Addendum
I, Figure 8)
GaAs/Ge cells: Normalized maximum power vs. 1 MeV fluence.
Bold line: experimental data. Tiace line: extrapolation from data curve fit.
y =9.266 - 1.960log(x) + 0.1301og 2(x) - (2.191e-4)log3 (x) - (1.53 e-4)log 4(x)
1013 1014 1015 1016
Equivalent Fluence, e/cm 2
10'7
Figure A.2: Normalized Pmax vs. 1 MeV Electron Fluence for GaAs/Ge
Cells (data from Anspaugh, B. Solar Cell Radiation Handbook. Addendum
I, Figure 28)
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APPENDIX B: Van Allen Belt Radiation Data
The following tables of data taken from the Solar Cell Radiation Handbook (Tables 6.6,
6.7, 6.8) were used by the computer model to estimate the fluence received as a function of
orbital altitude.
The fluence at a given altitude was determined by linear interpolation of the
tabulated values. To apply the data to a cell which receives rear radiation, the fluence from
trapped electrons is considered to be twice that of the fluence received by an infinitely
backshielded cell, and the fluence from trapped protons is considered to be the sum of Voc
coefficient fluence (to represent front radiation) and the Isc coefficient fluence (to represent
rear radiation), as was discussed in Section 2.2.2. The reader is referred to the Solar Cell
Radiation Handbook for a more information on estimating the rear radiation.
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Table B.1: Annual Equivalent 1 MeV Electron Fluence from Trapped
Electrons, 0' Inclination (Infinite Backshielding).
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EQUIV. 1 MEV ELECTRON FLUENCE FOR VOC AND PMAX CIRCULAR ORBIT
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Table B.2: Annual Equivalent 1 MeV Electron Fluence from Trapped
Protons (Voc, Pmax), 00 Inclination (Infinite Backshielding).
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APPENDIX C: Computer Model
C.1: Explanation of Trajectory Subroutine
The coplanar transfer trajectory of a low thrust vehicle under continuous thrust was
calculated by iterating Kepler's equations for the motion of a body in orbit. The equations
for the energy per unit mass and angular momentum per unit mass are:
E = 4i2 + (r0] GME
2 r (C. 1)
H = r20 (C.2)
If N is the angle between the thrust vector and the local vertical, then the force balance of a
powered vehicle in orbit would be:
- 2 GME T
r2 Mo (C.3)
rO + 2i'- = T sinmr (C.4)
Where:
cosy = r
sinr = -v, (C.5)
If we take the derivative with respect to time of (C. 1), and make appropriate substitutions
using (C.3), (C.4), and (C.5), the change in orbital energy is:
dE = aicosW + arosinW
dt (C.6)
where a is the thrust per unit mass, or the acceleration.
Taking the derivative of (C.2) with respect to time and making appropriate substitutions
yields the change in angular momentum:
dH = asin,
dt r (C.7)
To maintain circumferential thrust, which was considered in this thesis,
cosy = 0
Under the assumption of constant thrust, the acceleration varies as follows:
T = M(t)a(t)= Moao
T
a(t)- T Mo
Mo-rht 1 rit
a(t) ao
1- aot
c
where t is the time into the flight.
The subroutine calculates the time history of the trajectory by performing an Euler
integration of the equations described below. Although there are more accurate numerical
integration routines, this was deemed to be suitable to provide a good first order
approximation of the orbital motion. The integration proceded as described below until the
apogee of the transfer orbit was equal to geosynchronous orbit.
a ao(1 aot"2
dE s ar20
v
dH= ar-
v
E = E + dEAt
H= H + dHAt
ax GME
2E (semi-major axis)
v= -GMFT
e= 1 + 2EH2
V/ (GME) 2  (eccentricity)
p = ax(l - e2 )
0=H
r
2
0 = 0 + OAt
(1+ ecos0)
raogee = ax( 1+e)
For the case of intermittent thrust, it was necessary to determine whether or not the vehicle
was in Earth's shadow. This was determined by calculating the angle, Os, which subtends
half the arc during which the vehicle would be eclipsed.
0s= sin-l(
p=d+ r
where 107.1
S r si l .004669) (in radians)
Sun
Figure C.1: Trajectory Shadowing
Defining 00 as on the sunward side of the Sun-Earth axis, then the vehicle would enter the
penumbra when 0 = 71 - Os and exit the penumbra at 0 = 7c + Os. The subroutine for the
intermittent trajectory is the same as above, except the acceleration is now a function of the
flight angle, 0. The vehicle is unpowered when:
It + O 0 _ I_ - 0s.
C.2: Flow Chart
The flow chart depicted below describes the computer model:
Initial Conditions:
Acceleration, Specific
Impulse, Trajectory type,
Cell type
Trajectory Subroutine:
Calculates average
altitude during one hour
of flight.
Determine decrease in
acceleration due to power
degradation
(Apogee Altitude < GEO
AND Normalized Array
Power > 0?
I NO
R = 6.37e6 m
theta = 0
a
Output: Trip time, EOT Power,
Cumulative Fluence
Figure C. 2: Program Flow Chart
Calculate fluence received at
average altitude by linear
interpolation from Tada and
Carter data.
Determine cumulative
fluence
Find power output due to
cumulative fluence received
using curve fits to:
Si 2 ohm-cm or
Si 10 ohm-cm or
GaAs/Ge cells
YES
v.
V
A 'ql •,,,J
C.3: Code
The following programs, coded in C, were run on a Vaxstation 3100. Program
"ctrapo.c" an "itrapo.c" determined trajectory data for CT and IT vehicles, respectively,
without considering array degradation. Program "flue.c" determines the cumulative
fluence, EOT power, and trip time for a CT vehicle with a specified initial acceleration, Isp,
cell type and shielding thickness. Program "flueit.c" performs the same task, but for an IT
vehicle.
/* "ctrapo.c"*/
/* Low thrust LEO to GEO */
/* written by Alissa M. Fitzgerald */
/* Program iterates equations of motion to solve for radius,- time,*/
/*and velocity of a low thrust, solar powered vehicle moving under*/
/* constant circumferential thrust*/
/* Isp is assumed constant*/
/* Program quits when R apogee = R geo */
#include <math.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#define GM 4.002e14
double a, acc[5], isp,c,v, dv,vleo, rleo,ang;
double theta, dtheta, r, p,ax,rrat;
double del, t,period,tthrust, thetanorm,atday,h,de,dh;
double tday,i,e,ecc,at,ac,sstart, ssend, thetas,trat;
double vapo,rapo,test;
int tint, j;
main()
FILE *fpo, *fpol, *fopen();
fpo = fopen("ctrap","w");
fpol = fopen("cttime","w");
acc[0]= .001;
acc []=.002;
acc[2]= .005;
acc[3]= .01;
for(j = 0; j<=3; j++){
for(isp = 1000.0; isp <=6000.0; isp=isp+1000){
rleo = 6.67e6;
/*initial conditions*/
r-rleo;
vleo = sqrt(GM/rleo);
v - vleo;
theta-thetanorm-0.0;
dtheta - vleo/rleo;
t - tday - at - rrat - trat - 0.0;
dv = 0;
c - isp*9.8;
fprintf(fpo,"\nIsp = %.llf
e - (v*v/2) - (GM/r);
h - r*r*dtheta;
ax - p - rleo;
ecc - de - dh - 0;
/*acceleration subroutine*/
del - 10;
Acc = %.41f\n", isp,acc[j]);
do{
a - acc[j]/(l-(acc[j]*t/c)); /*thrust in sunlight*/
de - r*dtheta*a*r*dtheta/v;
dh = r*r*a*dtheta/v;
e - e + de*del;
h - h + dh*del;
ax - -GM/(2*e);
v - sqrt(GM*((2/r) - (1/ax)));
test - (2*e*h*h)/(GM*GM);
if(test<- -1)
ecc - 0;
else
ecc - sqrt(1 + ((2*e*h*h)/(GM*GM)));
p - ax*(1-(ecc*ecc));
rapo - ax*(l+ecc);
dtheta - h/(r*r);
theta - theta + dtheta*del;
r - p/(1 + (ecc*cos(theta)));
rrat - r/6370000;
tday = t/86400.0;
t - t + del;
dv = dv + a*del;
/*printf("%.3e %.3e %.3e %.3e %.41f %.41f\n",a,v,r,ax,ecc,thetas);*/
)while(rapo < 4.2298e7);
vapo - sqrt(GM*((2/rapo) - (1/ax)));
fprintf(fpo,"\n%.5e %.5e %.31f %.31f %.31f %.41f\n", ax,rapo,vapo,tday, ecc, dv);
fprintf(fpol,"%. 31f\n",tday);
/*printf("\n%.31f %.31f %.3e %.31f %.31f %.3e\n", trat,rrat,v,tday,atday,a);*/
)
fclose(fpo);
fclose(fpol);
1
/* "itrapo.c" */
/* Low thrust LEO to GEO */
/* written by Alissa M. Fitzgerald */
/* Program iterates equations of motion to solve for radius, time,*/
/*and velocity of a low thrust, solar powered vehicle moving under*/
/* intermittent circumferential thrust ,i.e. only in sun*/
/* Isp is assumed constant */
/*Shadow location is calculated real-time*/
/* Program quits when R apogee - R geo */
#include <math.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#define GM 4.002e14
double a, acc[5], isp,c,v, dv,vleo, rleo,ang;
double theta, dtheta, r, p,ax,rrat;
double del, t,period,tthrust, thetanorm, atdayh,de, dh;
double tday,i,e,ecc,at,ac,sstart, ssend, thetas,trat;
double vapo,rapo;
int tint,j;
main()
FILE *fpo, *fpol,*fopen();
fpo - fopen("itrap","w");
fpol - fopen("ittime","w");
acc[0]- .001;
acc[1]-.002;
acc[2]- .005;
acc(3]- .01;
for(j - 0; j<-3; j++){
for(isp - 1000.0; isp <-6000.0; isp-isp+1000){
rleo - 6.67e6;
/*initial conditions*/
r-rleo;
vleo - sqrt(GM/rleo);
v - vleo;
theta-thetanorm-0.0;
dtheta - vleo/rleo;
t - tday - at - rrat - trat - 0.0;
dv - 0;
c - isp*9.8;
fprintf(fpo,"\nIsp - %.llf Acc - %.41f\n", isp,acc[j]);
I
e = (v*v/2) - (GM/r);
h = r*r*dtheta;
ax = p = rleo;
ecc = de = dh = 0;
/*acceleration subroutine*/
del - 10;
do{
thetas - asin((6e6/r) + .004669);
/*define location of shadow*/
sstart - 3.14159-thetas;
ssend = 3.14159+thetas;
if (thetanorm >- sstart && thetanorm <- ssend) /*while in shadow, no thrust*/
a - 0.0;
else{
a - acc[j]/(1-(acc[j]*at/c)); /*thrust in sunlight*/
at = at + del;
de - r*dtheta*a*r*dtheta/v;
dh - r*r*a*dtheta/v;
e - e + de*del;
h = h + dh*del;
ax - -GM/(2*e);
v = sqrt(GM*((2/r) - (1/ax)));
ecc - sqrt(l + ((2*e*h*h)/(GM*GM)));
p - ax*(1-(ecc*ecc));
rapo - ax*(1+ecc);
dtheta - h/(r*r);
theta - theta + dtheta*del;
r - p/(1 + (ecc*cos(theta)));
rrat - r/6370000;
trat - theta/(2*3.14159);
tint - theta/(2*3.14159);
thetanorm - (trat - tint)*(2*3.14159); /*normalize theta*/
tday = t/86400.0;
atday = at/86400;
t = t + del;
dv - dv + a*del;
/*printf("%.3e %.3e %.3e %.3e %.41f %.41f\n",a,v,r,ax,ecc,thetas);*/
)while(rapo < 4.2298e7);
/*ang - 90 - (57.2957795*asin(r*dtheta/v));*/.
vapo - sqrt(GM*((2/rapo) - (1/ax)));
fprintf(fpo,"\n%.5e %.5e %.3e %.31f %.31f %.41f %.41f\n", ax,rapo,vapo,tday,atd.
fprintf(fpol,"%.31f\n",tday);
/*printf("\n%.31f %.31f %.3e %.31f %.31f %.3e\n", trat,rrat,v,tday,atday,a);*/
fclose(fpo);
fclose (fpol);
/* Alissa M. Fitzgerald*/
/* "flue.c" */
#include <math.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#define GM 4.002e14
double acc,acci,isp,c,v,vleo,rleo,orbalt;
double theta,dtheta,r, d, p, ax, rrat;
double del,t,h,de,dh;
double tday,e,ecc,trat,flue,sum;
double rapo,test,alt[35],elec[35],protv[351,proti[35];
double high, low, highe, lowe, highpv, lowpv, highpi, lowpi;
double ravge, ravgpi, ravgpv;
double lg,cO,cl,c2,c3,c4;
int type,i,k;
main()
FILE *fpol, *fpo2, *fopen();
/*read in radiation data values*/
fpol - fopen("raddata6","r"); /*Tada&Carter data table*/
for(i-0;i<- 33;i++) {
fscanf(fpol,"%lf %lf %lf %lf\n", &altli], &elec[i], &protv[i],&proti'll);
alt(i] - alt[i]; /*orbital altitude, km*/
elec[i] - elec[i]/31536000.0;/*Trapped electron - convert to e/c .c*/
protv(i] - protv[i]/31536000.0; /*Trapped protons - Voc, Pmax*/
proti[i] - proti[i]/31536000.0; /*Trapped protons - Isc*/
}
fclose (fpol);
fpo2 - fopen("ctsi2_6mil","w");
for(acci - .0005;acci <-.01;acci - acci+.001){
/*case*/
type - 0;
isp - 3000;
/*initial conditions*/
c - isp*9.8;
rleo - 6.67e6;
r=rleo;
vleo - sqrt(GM/rleo);
v - vleo;
theta-0.0;
dtheta - vleo/rleo;
e - (v*v/2) - (GM/r);
h - r*r*dtheta;
ax - p - rleo;
ecc - de - dh - 0;
t = tday = rrat = trat = 0.0;
del = 10;
d = 1;
flue - 1;
sum = 0;
ravge-ravgpv - ravgpi -0.0;
do{
orbalt - (radius() - 6370000)/1000; /*calculate avg. alt. in one hour*/
for(i - 0; i <-32; i++){
/*find location of orbalt on fluence data table*/
if(orbalt > alt[i] && orbalt < alt[i+l]){
low - alt[i];
high - alt[i+l]*;
lowe - elec(i];
highe - elec[i+l];
lowpv - protv[i];
highpv - protv[i+l];
lowpi - proti[i];
highpi - proti[i+1];
/*linear interpolation*/
ravge - lowe + ((
ravgpv - lowpv +
ravgpi - lowpi +
(orbalt-low)/(high-low)) * (highe-lowe));
(((orbalt-low)/(high-low)) * (highpv-lowpv));
(((orbalt-low)/(high-low)) * (highpi-lowpi));
/*calculate fluence received over one hour*/
sum - (2*ravge + ravgpv + ravgpi)*3600;
flue - flue + sum; /*cum
if (flue < 1e12)
d = 1;
else{
/*calculate power due
k - type;
ig - log(flue)/2.30258510;
if(k--0) {
cO - -2.53123;
cl - .459636;
c2 - -.00426797;
c3 - -.000791306;
c4 - 0;
if(k--1) {
cO - 2.58858;
cl - -. 629279;
c2 - .0718016;
c3 - -. 00253486;
c4 - 0;
ulative fluence*/
to fluence received*/
/*curve fit for Si 2 ohm-cm cell*/
/*curve fit for Si 10 ohm-cm cell*/
if(k == 2){ /*curve fit for GaAs/Ge cell*/
cO = 9.26632;
cl = -1.95971;
c2 = .130448;
c3 - -.00021914;
c4 = -.000153101;
d = cO + (cl*lg) + (c2*lg*lg) + (c3*lg*lg*lg) + (c4*lg*lg*lg*lg);
acc = acci*d; /*new acceleration*/
)while(orbalt <- 35928 && d > 0.0);
t - t/86400;
fprintf(fpo2,"%.41f %.llf %.31f %.3e %.llf\n",acci,t,d,flue,orbalt);
/*printf("Final trip time - %.llf, final power = %.31f\n",t,d);*/
fclose(fpo2);
/*subroutine which iterates trajectory, determines avg. radius over one hour*/
radius ()
double rtest,ravg,a;
int j,ct;
ct - j - 0;
rtest 0;
do{
a = acc/(1 - (acc*t/c));
de - r*dtheta*a*r*dtheta/v;
dh - r*r*a*dtheta/v;
e = e + de*del;
h - h + dh*del;
ax - -GM/(2*e);
v - sqrt(GM*((2/r) - (1/ax)));
test - (2*e*h*h)/(GM*GM);
if(test<- -1)
ecc = 0;
else
ecc - sqrt(l + ((2*e*h*h)/(GM*GM)));
p - ax*(1-(ecc*ecc));
rapo - ax*(l+ecc);
dtheta = h/(r*r);
theta = theta + dtheta*del;
r - p/(1 + (ecc*cos(theta)));
t = t + del;
ct - ct + del;
rtest = rtest+rapo;
j++;
)while(ct < 3600);
ravg - (rtest)/j;
return(ravg);)
/* Alissa M. Fitzgerald*/
/* "flueit.c" */
#include <math.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#define GM 4.002e14
double acc,acci,isp,c,v,vleo,rleo,orbalt;
double theta, dtheta, r, d,p, ax, rrat;
double del,t,h,de,dh,thetas,sstart,ssend;
double tday,e,ecc,trat,flue,sum,thetanorm,at;
double rapo,test,alt[35],elec[35],protv[35],proti[35];
double high, low, highe, lowe, highpv, lowpv, highpi, lowpi;
double ravge, ravgpi, ravgpv;
double lg,cO,cl,c2,c3,c4;
int type,i,k,tint;
main ()
FILE *fpol, *fpo2, *fopen();
/*read in radiation data values*/
fpol - fopen("raddata6","r"); /*Tada&Carter data table*/
for(i=0;i<- 33;i++){
fscanf(fpol,"%lf %lf %lf %lf\n", &alt[i], &elec[i], &protv[i],&proti(i]);
alt[i] - alt[i]; /*orbital altitude, km*/
elec[i] = elec[i]/31536000.0;/*Trapped electron - convert to e/cm^2*sec*/
protv[i] - protv[i]/31536000.0; /*Trapped protons - Voc, Pmax*/
proti[i] - proti[i]/31536000.0; /*Trapped protons - Isc*/
)
fclose(fpol);
/*fpo2 - fopen("itsi2 20mil.m","w");*/
/*case*/
for(acci - .0005;acci <-.0015;acci - acci+.001){
isp - 3000;
type - 0;
/*initial conditions*/
c = isp*9.8;
rleo - 6.67e6;
r-rleo;
vleo - sqrt(GM/rleo);
v - vleo;
theta-thetanorm -0.0;
dtheta - vleo/rleo;
e - (v*v/2) - (GM/r);
h - r*r*dtheta;
ax - p - rleo;
ecc - de - dh - 0;
at = t = tday = rrat = trat = 0.0;
del = 10;
d = 1;
flue = 1;
sum = 0;
ravge=ravgpv = ravgpi -0.0;
do{
orbalt = (radius() - 6370000)/1000; /*calculate avg. alt. in one hour*/
for(i = 0; i <-32; i++){
/*find location of orbalt on fluence data table*/
if(orbalt > alt[i] && orbalt < alt[i+1]){
low - alt[i];
high - alt[i+l];
lowe - elec(i);
highe - elec[i+l];
lowpv - protv[i];
highpv - protv[i+l];
lowpi - proti[i];
highpi - proti[i+l];
/*linear interpolation*/
ravge = lowe + ((
ravgpv - lowpv +
ravgpi = lowpi +
(orbalt-low)/(high-low))*(highe-lowe));
(((orbalt-low)/(high-low))*(highpv-lowpv));
(((orbalt-low)/(high-low)) * (highpi-lowpi));
/*calculate fluence received over one hour*/
sum - (2*ravge + ravgpv + ravgpi)*3600;}
flue - flue + sum; /*cumulative fluence*/
if (flue < 1e12)
d - 1;
else{ /*calculate power due to fluence received*/
k = type;
if(k--0){ /*curve fit for Si 2 ohm-cm cell*/
cO - -2.53123;
cl - .459636;
c2 - -. 00426797;
c3 - -.000791306;
c4 = 0;
if (k--l) (
cO - 2.58858;
cl - -.629279;
c2 = .0718016;
c3 = -.00253486;
c4 = 0;
/*curve fit for Si 10 ohm-cm cell*/
if(k == 2){ /*curve fit for GaAs/Ge cell*/
cO = 9.26632;
cl = -1.95971;
c2 = .130448;
c3 = -.00021914;
c4 = -.000153101;
Ig = log(flue)/2.30258510;
d = cO + (cl*lg) + (c2*lg*lg) + (c3*lg*lg*lg) + (c4*lg*lg*lg*lg);
}
acc - acci*d; /*new acceleration*/
}while(orbalt <= 35928 && d > 0.0);
t = t/86400;
printf("%.41f %.2e %.11f %.31f %.llf\n",acci,flue,t,d,orbalt);
/*printf("Final trip time - %.llf, final power = %.31f\n",t,d);*/
}
/*fclose(fpo2) ;*/
}
/*subroutine which iterates trajectory, determines avg. radius over one hour*/
radius ()
{
double rtest,ravg,a;
int j,ct;
ct = j - 0;
rtest - 0;
do{
thetas - asin((6e6/r) + .004669);
/*define location of shadow*/
sstart - 3.14159-thetas;
ssend = 3.14159+thetas;
if (thetanorm >- sstart && thetanorm <= ssend) /*while in shadow, no thrust*/
a - 0.0;
else{
a - acc/(l-(acc*at/c)); /*thrust in sunlight*/
at - at + del;
de = r*dtheta*a*r.*dtheta/v;
dh - r*r*a*dtheta/v;
e - e + de*del;
h = h + dh*del;
ax - -GM/(2*e);
v - sqrt(GM*((2/r) - (1/ax)));
ecc - sqrt(1 + ((2*e*h*h)/(GM*GM)));
p = ax*(1- (ecc*ecc));
rapo - ax*(1+ecc);
dtheta - h/(r*r);
theta - theta + dtheta*del;
r = p/(l + (ecc*cos(theta)));
rrat = r/6370000;
trat = theta/ (2*3.14159);
tint = theta/(2*3.14159);
thetanorm = (trat - tint)*(2*3.14159); /*normalize theta*/
t = t + del;
ct = ct + del;
rtest = rtest+rapo;
j++;
}while(ct < 3600);
ravg = (rtest)/j;
return (ravg);
I
APPENDIX D: Additional Results
This appendix contains the results from "flue.c" and "flueit.c" for trip time and EOT power
as a function of initial acceleration for CT and IT vehicles.
D.1.: Graphs of Results
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Figure D.1: Trip time vs. Initial Acceleration for CT Vehicle, Si 2 ohm-cm
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Figure D.2: EOT Normalized Power Output vs. Initial Acceleration for CT
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Figure D.3: Trip time vs. Initial Acceleration for IT Vehicle, Si 2 ohm-cm
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Figure D.4: EOT Normalized Power Output vs. Initial Acceleration for IT
Vehicle, Si 2 ohm-cm Array
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Figure D.5: Trip time vs. Initial Acceleration for CT Vehicle, GaAs/Ge
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Figure D.6: EOT Normalized Power Output vs. Initial Acceleration for CT
Vehicle, GaAs/Ge Array
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Figure D.7: Trip time vs. Initial Acceleration for IT Vehicle, GaAs/Ge
Array
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Figure D.8: EOT Normalized Power Output vs. Initial Acceleration for IT
Vehicle, GaAs/Ge Array
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D.2: Curve Fits
The following curve fits correspond to the data presented in the performance curves
on the preceding pages and were found using the software package "Kaleidagraph" on the
Macintosh. The following units apply:
Trip time [days]
Initial acceleration, ao [m/s 2]
EOT Cumulative Fluence, Fc [e/cm 2]
The results from the EOT Cumulative Fluence curve fits should be used with the
corresponding EOT Power curve fits given in Appendix A.
CT Vehicle,
6 mil
20 mil
60 mil
CT Vehicle,
6 mil
20 mil
60 mil
Si 2 ohm-cm y = Trip time, x = ao
y = .022841x-1. 20
3 1
y = .035752x-1.0 852
y = .039985x-1.04 84
Si 2 ohm-cm y = Fc, x = ao
y = 3.7797e12x-1. 204 1
y = 7.2663e11x - 1.0909
y = 1.2829ellx -1.0450
IT Vehicle,
6 mil
20 mil
60 mil
Si 2 ohm-cm y = Trip
y = .024816x-1. 2267
y = .04272x-1.0 88
5
y = .048279x- 1.047
8
time, x = ao
IT Vehicle,
6 mil
20 mil
60 mil
CT Vehicle,
6 mil
20 mil
60 mil
Si 2 ohm-cm y = Fc, x = ao
y = 4.2752e12x-1. 22 14
y = 8.6943e11x -1.0927
y = 1.5244e11x-1. 0452
Si 10 ohm-cm BSFR Thin Cells: y = Trip time, x = ao
y = .02502x-1. 180
y = .03771x-1. 074 2
y = .04213x-1. 0 39
7
CT Vehicle, Si 10 ohm-cm BSFR Thin Cells: y = Fc, x = ao
6 mil y = 4.1982e12x -1.1794
20 mil y = 7.6806e1 x-1. 080
60 mil y = 1.3306e11x-1. 0398
IT Vehicle, Si 10 ohm-cm BSFR Thin Cells: y = Trip time, x = ao
6 mil y = .027563x -1. 2003
20 mil y = .045038x -1-0773
60 mil y = .050889x -1.0393
IT Vehicle, Si 10 ohm-cm BSFR Thin Cells: y = Fc, x = ao
6 mil y = 4.8232e12x- 1. 1935
20 mil y = 9.1739ellx -1.082
60 mil . y = 1.5794e1lx -1.0 402
CT Vehicle, GaAs/Ge Cells: y = Trip time, x = ao
6 mil y = .017973x-1. 2534
20 mil y = .031293x -1. 1074
60 mil y = .041965x -1.0 38 1
CT Vehicle, GaAs/Ge Cells: y = Fc, x = ao
6 mil y = 3.2498e12x-1. 2352
20 mil y = 6.7845e1lx - 1.1005
60 mil y = 1.3491ellx - 1.0352
IT Vehicle, GaAs/Ge Cells: y = Trip time, x = ao
6 mil y = .01861x-1. 2905
20 mil y = .03710x-1. 112 1
60 mil y = .04995x-1. 0402
IT Vehicle, GaAs/Ge Cells: y = Fc, x = ao
6 mil y = 3.5041e 12x-1. 264
20 mil y = 7.9157ellx- 1.107 1
60 mil y = 1.5939e11x -1.0 36 3
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